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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION
Today's college married couples are relatively different from the 
married couples who went to college right after World War II. They 
are younger, most of them do not have any governmental aid, such as the 
GI Bill, and many of them face new types of pressures that were non­
existent 20 years ago. With increased emphasis placed on education and 
the acquisition of the Bachelor's Degree and with even more emphasis 
being placed each day upon graduate degrees, many of today's married 
couples are urged to continue on with their education well past the 
Bachelor's level. Master's and Doctoral Degrees, which correspondingly 
take many more years of study, are increasingly being sought.
The college married couples face many different types of strains 
upon their marriage, as some marriages must face six to eight years of 
college life with all its complications. Some of these strains would 
be the lack of adequate income, the ever-present possibility of child­
ren and the strain they place upon the income. Study habits must also 
be established and the limitations of the housing facilities needed for 
an expanding family are also problem areas. Other strains could be the 
lack of social contact with the university and even with other married 
students as a set of values and norms to establish any type of social 
life among married students seems to be lacking. Colleges and univer­
sities have traditionally been somewhat hesitant about establishing 
social activities for married students. There are those who believe 
that the married student must work such problems out t>n his own. They
- 1-
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feel that the university has no obligation to establish particular 
types of facilities and arrangements for the social life of married 
students.
Married student housing has been traditionally dismal for many 
years, consisting all too often of shabby World War II quonset huts.
It was assumed at the end of World War II that the influx of married 
students would'decline after the veterans had secured their four years 
of education. This has not been the pattern since 1946. Meuller 
states that in her investigation of eleven state universities, 160,000 
students were enrolled and 21% of these students were married in 
1955.^ This per cent is expected to rise to 25% of the total stu­
dent population by 1965. The basic pattern of married students is 
being confirmed more each year by the building programs of the uni­
versities.
In the construction of living quarters and the subdivision of the 
living quarters, the arrangement is for a routine of public and pri­
vate life that has many social implications. Home planning is aimed 
at the accommodation of specific social functions visualized by the 
architect on the basis of informal experience. There exists a very 
minimum of experimental information about the relationship between 
the ever-changing pattern of family life and its physical shelter.
1. Kate H. Meuller, "The Married Student on the Campus," Educa­
tion Digest. Vol. 25, April 1960, p. 29.
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF PERTINENT LITERATURE
Housing Facilities
As with many enterprises in their infancy, persons charged with 
the responsibility for planning married housing projects have found 
it necessary to borrow ideas from many sources to make up for their 
lack of experience and for the lack of soundly based principles upon 
which to base their actions.
Right after World War II many veterans returned to college or 
started college for the first time. The government then started a 
crash housing program which was to provide housing on a temporary 
basis for many students. Before this temporary need subsided, it was 
becoming more apparent that demands for married housing facilities 
for both graduates and undergraduates would increase each year. The 
image of the American college married student has also been changing, 
especially since the end of World War II, As it became more and more 
apparent to college authorities that the married student was not a 
temporary phenomenon and since much of the temporary housing was 
deteriorating, a need was seen for permanent housing facilities. Some 
concrete studies which would include the needs of the student seemed 
essential for implementing a sound program,
A bulletin of the American Institute of Architects, 1956, summa­
rized recent research in construction and assembled the ideas of 
architects, business officers, housing officials and student personnel
—4—
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âdminlstrâtors. Riker, 1956, drew data from the Ü* S, Office of Edu­
cation files and other sources and developed a check list of arrange­
ment and facilities an institution should consider as it evaluates
2its building plans and the effect of facilities upon the students.
There has been increased consideration given to housing and its
effect upon the student's education and social development in Fritz,
31956, and Thompson, 1953.
Along with the growing number of married students on campus, 
there has been an increase in the amount of investments to provide 
residential housing. Since about two-and-one-haIf times more space 
is required for married students than for single students, institu­
tions either have to face increased expenditures if they are to pro­
vide housing accommodations for these students or to go on ignoring 
the problem as many have done. There have been reports from some of 
the larger universities of specifically built accommodations for 
married students \diich have caused some controversy regarding perman­
ent type facilities. One such study reported from Yale University 
that high heating bills, absence of storage rooms, inadequate laundry
2. Harold C. Riker, Planning Functional College Housing. New 
York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, 
1956, p. 240.
3. Roger J. Fritz, A Comparison of Attitude Differences and 
Changes of College Freshman Men Living in Various Types of Housing. 
Doctor's Thesis, Madison: University of Wisconsin, 1956, Disserta­
tion Abstracts, Vol. 16, p. 2071, and; S. Earl Thompson, "Trends in 
Housing College Students," Journal of Higher Education. Vol. 24 
June 1953, p. 325.
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facilities and inadequate outdoor play space for children were common 
complaints.^ The architect in this case was trying to establish a 
true village community with all its intimacies.
Marchand and Langford conducted a study which concluded that the 
college operated apartments of the converted barrack type were usually 
preferred by married students because of their efficient arrangement 
and compactness and their location near the college. These factors 
contributed to saving time and had the added advantage of relatively 
cheap rent which occasionally meant that some money was available for 
other purposes. They concluded that this type of living arrangement 
is more conducive to family living on the caitpus,^
Riemer states that overcrowding has been proved to be particu­
larly detrimental to the functions of child care and raising of 
children in particular to the leisure time activities of the family 
members.^
There are also some studies which indicate that poor housing has 
a detrimental effect on physical as well as mental health and was 
partially stated by Riemer above. Staton made a study of the "rela­
tionship of occupancy and adequacy of student housing to incidence of
4. "The New Urban Pattern," Architectual Forum, Vol. 116, March 
1962, p. 99.
5. Jean Marchand and Louise Langford, "Adjustments of Married 
Students," Journal of Home Economics. Vol. 44, 1952, p. 113.
6. Svend Riemer, "Maladjustment to the Family Home," American 
Sociological Review, Vol. 10, Oct. 1945, p. 642,
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upper respiratory conditions.*'^ He states that the causative rela­
tionship between poor housing and the incidence of communicable 
disease has been recognized for many years. The close relationship 
between crowded conditions and the incidence of otolaryngologic 
pathologies is a point of rather general agreement which Staton goes 
about testing.
A study conducted by Barrow at Stanford University revealed that 
the incidence of the common cold among college students was not signi-
Qfleantly altered by the sleeping room conditions of the students. A 
later study of the students at the Phillips Exeter Academy disagreed 
with the Stanford study and disclosed rather significant individual 
patterns of susceptibility to acute coryza among subjects exposed to 
the same environment.^
Robertson and his co-workers reported a direct relationship 
between the bacterial count of the air and the number of troops 
quarter in Army b a r r a c k s . H o d g e s  concluded that the degree of
7. Wesley M. Staton, "Relationship of Occupancy and Adequacy 
of Student Housing to Incidence of Acute Upper Respiratory Condi­
tions," Research QuarterIv. Vol. 27, May 1956, p. 230.
8. In Staton, Barrow, cited by H. S. Diehl, Textbook of Health­
ful Living. New York, McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1950, p. 286.
9. F. Sargent, 0. M, Lombard and V, W. Sargent, "Further 
Studies on Stability of Resistance to the Common Cold," American 
Journal of Hygiene. Vol. 45, Jan. 1947, p. 29,
10, O. H. Robertson, et, al., "A Study of the Nature and Con­
trol of Airborne Infection in A m y  Camps," Journal of the American 
Medical Association. Vol. 126, Dec. 16, 1944, p. 993.
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intimacy of close physical contact between individuals appears to be 
of significance in transmission of disease*
The American Public Health Association - The Committee on the 
Hygiene of Housings has published three books concerning adequacy of 
housing that seem to be most revealing for this research project. The 
authors say that a dwelling cannot be separated from its environment.
It is very inqjortant that the dwelling be neither too hot nor too cold, 
as resistance to upper respiratory infection, especially in the win­
ter, is lower when the body is chilled. Discomfort and ineffectability 
promptly result from overheating; 72® F, may be roughly balanced as a 
mean radiant temperature. There should also be adequate humidity in 
the household at all times.
Both natural and artifical light must be considered in evaluat­
ing illumination. Standards of illumination must include considera­
tion of quality and distribution of light on the task at hand. The 
orientation of the house for utilization of natural illumination is 
as important as it is for the maximum advantages of heating and cool­
ing effects. The relationship of window areas to floor areas has 
long been considered basic as also are the placement and proportion 
of windows; height in relation to width; and their location in the 
plan. Selection of the type of light source best adapted to specific 
requirements is essential since each type varies in its distribution
11, R, G, Hodges, "Epidemiology of Upper Respiratory Tract 
Diseases,” Journal of the American Medical Association, Vol. 147, 
Dec. 1, 1951, p. 1,335.
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of light upward or downward and in its total efficiency. Also provi­
sion should be made for adequate levels of illumination. Attention 
must be given to the interior treatment of any room to avoid gleam or 
brightness contrast that is too strong. Halls and passageways should 
have adequate lighting which is considered five-foot candles of well 
diffused light, Livingrooms and bedrooms should have a central ceil­
ing unit plus supplementary units to have adequate lighting in each 
of the rooms.
The purpose of noise control in housing is to protect the occu­
pants adequately against unwanted sounds and to provide them with a 
reasonable degree of privacy and to provide satisfactory conditions 
of audibility for the sounds they wish to hear and sound-proofing 
against those sounds which they do not wish to hear. Effects of 
noise on people can result in; (1) bodily damages to the hearing 
mechanisms, (2) physiological effects vdiich include influence on res­
piratory, hypertensive and digestive functions, and (3) psychological
12effects, nervous reactions, inhibitions, annoyances and fatigue.
For safety in the home it is recommended that the recognized 
standards contained in such codes as the National Electric Codes, 
Building Exits Codes and the National Board of Fire Underwriters 
Standards should be adhered to strictly. Strict conformity, even 
with the accepted standards, will not eliminate all the physical
12. American Public Health Association - Committee on the 
Hygiene of Housing, An Appraisal Method for Measuring the Quality 
of Housing, Chicago, Public Administration Service, 1945.
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hazards found in the ordinary home. The specific recommendations tdiich 
follow have been based on two aims; first, is to utilize, whereever 
possible, automatic controls and protective devices to make unsafe prac­
tices difficult or impossible; and secondly, is almost a converse of 
the first - to shape the dwelling environment so that easy and natural 
ways of performing ordinary household operations will be as safe as 
possible. For multi-family dwellings over three stories, fire resis­
tance in combustible construction is recommended. Safe play areas for 
children must also be included. Indoor play space should be provided 
and outdoor play areas should be located far enough away from streets 
and parking areas. Fences and shrubbery should be placed around the 
play area not only to keep the children in, but also to keep pedestrians 
from wandering into their play area.
Robert Katz lists twelve aspects of quality in housing. They are: 
(1) Privacy, ^ich includes visual and auditory privacy. The opening 
up of a dwelling unit to view an outside space should be possible with­
out sacrifice of privacy from within the house. (2) Useable open 
space. Here there is a need for open space for active and passive 
recreation, (3) Individuality. This is to be able to express indivi­
dual desires in interior and exterior design, (4) Diversity of the 
housing types. There is a need for a mixing of different types of 
buildings on a particular land site. (5) Location, To achieve high 
quality, housing must be well located with respect to its surroundings 
and with respect to natural land site characteristics. Proximity to 
the community facilities. Such facilities would be grocery stores.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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drug stores, laundramats and other service agencies. (7) Safety and 
health. It is critical to have the site in areas in relation to 
both on and off site activities. (8) Circulation. It is important 
to provide easy and direct movement of pedestrians and vehicles in 
the area. Front and rear entrances of buildings are desirable.
(9) Automobile storage. (10) Blending of new housing into its sur­
roundings. A characteristic of much new housing is its starkness,
its abrupt, often harsh and disturbing contrast with its surroundings. 
Much more thought and respect needs to be given to a project’s environ­
ment. (11) Site details. Such things as pavement, playground equip­
ment and benches need to be considered before construction. (12) View 
from and to a site. This would include the view from a distance look­
ing down upon the site or if it is in the open, looking across a vast
13space toward the building site.
Hence, as density increases, privacy decreases. Both the high 
and the low densities tend to inhibit diversity of building types. A
high density program requires the construction of multi-story struc-
14ture which are often identical.
The relationship between physical design of the structure and the 
living patterns need to be standardized. It is well known that the 
way people are physically located in relation to one another profoundly
13. Robert D. Katz, "Intensity of Development and Livability of 
Multi-Family Housing Projects,” Federal Housing Administration.
FHA No. 509.
14. Ibid. p. 509.
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affects their Interaction. What types of physical living arrangements 
are more or less conducive to the development of increased communica­
tion and group living?
No housing program, according to Thompson, can be sound unless the 
shelter which it provides is helpful. No student can function as an 
efficient learner and a competent member of his society if he is living 
in surroundings which create for him problems of physical and mental 
health. The Committee on the Hygiene of Housing of the American Public 
Health Association was and is conducting extensive research in this 
field. Their recommendations concern physical facilities for housing 
students and should be followed as they are presented in the follow­
ing areas: Satisfying fundamental physiological needs, provision for
psychological needs, protection against contagious diseases and pro­
tection against accidents.
A study of literature dealing with the housing practices in early 
institutions of higher learning both in Europe and the United States, 
revealed that provisions for housing students were considered a func­
tion of the early education institutions and that the place of resi­
dence became the center of the first colleges and universities. The 
situation was largely changed by the German philosophy which empha­
sized academic training alone. This point of view was widely adopted 
during the latter half of the 19th and early part of the 20th Century 
by the prominent educational leaders in the United States who had
15. Earl S. Thompson, "Trends in Housing College Students," 
Journal of Higher Education. Vol. 24, June 1953, p. 324.
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studied German university systems. In recent years, however, most of
the outstanding authorities in the field of higher education have
recognized the values of good housing facilities and the development
of a complete student personnel program. Modern officials in the
field of student housing favor a method of housing operation ■which
will insure worthwhile contributions to the student's personal objec- 
16tives.
Frank states that before any specific steps can be taken in the 
way of design and specification for housing facilities for married 
students, it must be recognized what types of living conditions 
married students are seeking, noting especially the variety of com­
plex situations and often acute conflicts the students face which may
be resolved to a considerable extent or at least minimized by more
17comprehensive planning of facilities.
Frank also states that the goal is not to provide the minimum 
standards of housing, but rather the economically optimum standards 
of equipment facilities and services which may make married living 
and homemaking as feasible and rewrairding as p o s s i b l e . H e  relates 
that many wives spend hours of solitude in their homes and that many 
of them work to help finance their husband's schooling. The wife 
in many cases has three roles in life - one of housekeeper, wage
16. Ibid.. p. 326.
17. Lester K. Frank, "Housing for Married Students," Journal 
of Home Economics. Vol. 49, May 1957, p. 347.
18. Ibid.. p. 349.
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earner and wife. In addition babies often arrive in these early years 
of the marriage. Physical arrangement of space, equipment and the pre­
sence or absence of facilities for families with young children may be 
largely absent or partially provided for or they may have been made 
adequately available so that housing generally is conducive to child 
care and rearing. This may minimize the many frustrations and strains 
encountered by families in much of the housing today.
Frank continues on by describing the ideal type of structure most 
desirable for married students with children, usually under five years 
old and even those who do not have children. Low buildings, accord­
ing to Frank, would be more desirable to facilitate inward and outward 
movement by mothers with small children. Higher buildings may be 
necessary, but these upper stories can be planned for childless cou­
ples, Roofs can be designed for playground areas, he states, and 
interior construction and furnishing should be designed to minimize 
cleaning and repairing of walls and floors and to provide the maxi­
mum child-proof electrical outlets available and switches plus safe 
gas connections. This calls for a critical evaluation of all speci­
fications in terms of potential hazards and rules of safety proce­
dures.
Provision for the maximum of built-ins will greatly reduce the 
renters' purchasing of equipment. This includes stove, refrigera­
tor, vacuum cleaner and other various articles. Sleeping rooms should 
be suitable for the equipment for a baby. As a family increases, so
should there be added rooms in other apartments with adequate space 
and not small rooms as so often happens.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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The rent of an apartment should be calculated not merely in terms 
of space occupied and the usual operating costs, but by what the stu­
dents can pay. Rent may be enlarged or increased somewhat, but only 
if there is genuine economic and other benefits to the renters. Space 
for washing, ironing and nearby play areas for children are also 
needed.
In summary Frank, states that it is of the utmost importance to
inquire into providing what will enable the married student to cope
with the task of homemaking during one or more years of school life
which may be crucial for their marriage and for the future develop-
19ment of their children.
Marital Adjustment
Providing housing then, that will not greatly add to the marital 
strain of a couple, seems to be desirable. Much attention has been 
directed toward marital adjustment and much of the attention has been 
toward construction of marital adjustment scales* Some of this atten­
tion has been directed toward married college students as they are a 
category easily accessible to those vAio usually construct these forms, 
namely college professors,
Burgess and Locke in their book. The Family. spent some time dis­
cussing what constitutes adjustment in marriage. Such things as 
family size, handling of money, level of education and sexual adjustment
19. Ibid.. p. 348.
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20are a few of the factors which constitute marital adjustment.
Christensen and Philbrick have investigated the relationship 
between family size and marital adjustment of college couples. They 
noted that traditionally children and marital happiness go together 
and are causally related. In their study they concluded that child­
ren do have an upsetting effect upon marital adjustment among college 
married students. Their findings not only included the fact that it 
was a financial strain to have children, but that the parents felt
they could not devote enough time and attention to the needs of their 
21children.
Jones in his study reports that married undergraduate college stu­
dents appear to have a greater effective tolerance for emotional pro­
blems than do unmarried students. Unmarried students express a signi-
22ficantly higher number of problems than do married students.
One of the biggest areas for adjustment of married college students 
is the area of financial management. McNab studied how married students 
spend their money and concluded that many of the students received 
parental help. She included a list of what the students spend on rent.
20. Ernest W. Burgess, Harvey J. Locke, and Mary Margaret Thornes. 
The Family. New York, American Book Company, 1963, pp. 287-334.
21. Harold T. Christensen and Robert E. Philbrick, ’’Family Size 
as a Factor in the Marital Adjustments of College Couples,” American 
Sociological Review. Vol. 17, June 1952, p. 306.
22. Worth R. Jones, ’’Affective Tolerance and Typical Problems 
of Married and Unmarried College Students,” Personnel and Guidance 
Journal. Vol. 37, Oct. 1958, p. 126,
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23food, clothing and other items,
Stevenson, et, al,, made a study of the economic status of married
college students and found that half of the sample had a combined total
of less than $500 in money and securities at the time of their marriage,
Ninety-four per cent said they expected no aid from their parents,
Marital adjustment is defined by Wallace and Locke as "the accom-
..25modations of a husband or wife to each other at a given time,
Landis and Landis defined accommodation as a type of adjustment which
26presupposes conflict, Bowerman aimed his investigation at the degree
27of adjustment in various aspects of the marriage relationship.
Le Masters has called attention to the continuous process of pro-
28blem solving in marital adjustment. Bee emphasized the meetings of
OQneeds as essential to continual growth of the married pair, Hurvitz
23. Marian M, McNab, "Financial Management," Journal of Home 
Economics, Vol. 53, Dec, 1951, p, 832,
24. Ailcie Stevenson, et.al., "Economic Status of Married College 
Students," Journal of Home Economics. Vol. 40, Jan. 1948, p. 25.
25. H. J, Locke and K. M. Wallace, "Short Marital Adjustment and 
Prediction Tests: Their Reliability and Validity," Marriage and Family 
Living. Vol. 21, Aug. 1959, p, 252,
26. J. T, Landis and Mary G, Landis, Building A Successful 
Marriage. New York, Prentice-Hall, 1953, p. 53,
27. C. Bowerman, "Adjustment in Marriage: Overall and Specific 
Areas," Sociology and Social Research. Vol. 41, April 1957, p. 258,
28. E, E. LeMasters, Modern Courtship and Marriage, New York,
The Macmillan Co., 1957.
29. L. S. Bee, Marriage and Family Relations. New York, Harper
1959,
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in his study makes use of the Marital Role Inventory to measure marital 
adjustment. He bases this on the interaction of the marital roles of
the spouses 'which assess marital adjustment rather than personality
30traits associated with marital adjustment. Aller relates in her study 
of married students, that husbands and wives Wio indicate adequate
financial situations score higher on the marital adjustment form than
31those who were confused by money problems*
Poponoe states there is no statistical relationship between happi­
ness and size of income either among the unmarried or among the 
married. The study by Aller tends to refute his hypothesis. Aller 
also says that children weigh heavily upon the financial problems of 
these students. She indicates that academic achievement was positively 
and significantly related to marital adjustment for husbands; for 
wives the relationship was negative though not significant. Also self-
control and responsibility were found to be positively and signifi-
32cantly related to marital adjustment.
30. Nathan Hurvitz, "The Marital Roles Inventory and the Measure­
ment of Marital Adjustment," Journal of Clinical Psychology. Vol. 16, 
Oct. 1960, pp. 377-8.
31. Florence D, Aller, "Some Factors in Marital Adjustment and 
Academic Achievement of Married Students," Personnel and Guidance 
Journal, Vol. 41, March 1963, p. 609.
32. Ibid.. p. 609.
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CHAPTER III 
THEORETICAL ORIENTATION
The orientation of this study Is based on a low-level theory pro­
posed by Svend Riemer. According to Riemer, housing involves a problem 
of social adjustment. The modern family is confronted with the task of 
fitting the routine of its private life into the physical shelter of 
its residential home. The process of hon» adjustment is dependent 
upon a complicated framework of social psychological interactions. The 
physical structure of the home is apt to have its bearing upon family 
solidarity as well as the individual's need for community institutions 
outside the family home. The development of a theoretical framework 
is centered around the home adjustment process in the housing field. 
Satisfactory home adjustment can be achieved in two ways: (1) By way
of the tangible, objective part of the physical shelter; and (2) By 
way of the more subjective part of the individual attitudes and family 
behavior. The ideal housing situation is characterized by a minimum 
of functional frustration and a maximum of econoay in the construction 
of the house and management of home activities.
Successful home adjustment implies flexible adjustment to social 
change. Technology undergoes continuous improvements and these 
improvements will change opinions about the family's housing require­
ments, On the other hand, family life does not change in adjustment 
only to technical advance in the housing field. It is dependent upon 
economic and occupational trends in our society. Educational stand­
ards and leisure time activity influence the cohesion that exists
-19-
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between different members of the family, especially between the old and 
young generations.^^
The limitations of the above low-level theory can be easily 
pointed out. First of all it is on a low level of abstraction. This 
is because very little research has been done in this area or areas 
related to this research. As far as the author knows, there are no 
studies or theoretic orientations which deal with the relationships 
between marital adjustment and housing satisfaction, Riemer*s theory 
on "home adjustment" comes closest to fitting this research.
Probably the most important limitation of Riemer's theory, as 
applied to the present study, is that it deals with "home adjustment" 
and not a relationship between marital adjustment and physical faci­
lities, Yet his statement that the physical structure of the home 
is apt to have a bearing upon family solidarity appears to be close 
to the concept of adjustment in marriage.
From Riemer’s theory and the literature listed in the previous 
chapter, the following general hypothesis was proposed.
General Hypothesis
High housing satisfaction is related to high 
marital adjustment.
Thirty-two subhypotheses concerning the relationship among mari­
tal adjustment and housing satisfaction and selected variables were
33, Ricmer, op, cit., p. 642,
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also developed. The rationale for stating these null hypotheses cen­
ters around other research in the area of marital adjustment and pre­
diction factors of marital adjustment. Such factors as age, number 
of children, income, level of education, religious background, and
others have been found to be related to marital adjustment in various 
34studies.
Other research found such factors as gradepoint average, credit
35load and the amount of rent paid related to marital adjustment.
Null Hypotheses for Marital Adjustment
1, Age is not related to marital adjustment.
2, Length of marriage is not related to mari­
tal adjustment.
3, Sex is not related to marital adjustment,
4, The number of children is not related to 
marital adjustment,
5, The credit load of a student is not related 
to marital adjustment,
6, Level of education is not related to mari­
tal adjustment,
7, The economic status of the parents is not 
related to marital adjustment.
8, The number of residences of a family is 
not related to marital adjustment,
9, The religious background of the family is 
not related to marital adjustment,
10. The monthly income of the couple is not 
related to marital adjustment,
11, Borrowing money is not related to marital 
adjustment.
34, Ernest W, Burgess and Leonard S. Cottrell, Predicting Suc­
cess or Failure in Marriage. New York, Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1939; 
Burgess, Locke, and Thornes, op. cit,. pp. 287-334; Christensen and 
Philbrick, op. cit,, pp. 304-309; Bowerman, op, cit.. pp. 257-259; 
Harold T, Christensen, "Why All These Young Marriages," National 
Parent Teacher, Vol. 52, April 1958, pp. 4-6.
35. Aller, op. cit.. p. 609; Burgess and Cottrell, op. cit,. 
p. 271.
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12. Financial assistance from parents Is not 
related to marital adjustment.
13. Size of the home town of the married 
couple Is not related to marital adjust­
ment,
14. The overall gradepoint of the married stu­
dent Is not related to marital adjustment.
15. The amount of rent paid by the couple Is 
not related to marital adjustment.
16. The length of residence In the particular 
apartment or house Is not related to mari­
tal adjustment.
Null Hypotheses for Housing Satisfaction
1. Âge Is not related to housing satisfaction.
2. Length of marriage Is not related to hous­
ing satisfaction.
3. Sex Is not related to housing satisfaction.
4. The number of children Is not related to 
housing satisfaction.
5* The credit load of a student Is not related 
to housing satisfaction.
6. Level of education Is not related to hous­
ing satisfaction.
7. The economic status of the parents Is not 
related to housing satisfaction.
8. The number of residences of a family Is 
not related to housing satisfaction.
9. The religious background of the family Is 
not related to housing satisfaction,
10, The monthly Income of the couple Is not 
related to housing satisfaction.
11, Borrowing money Is not related to housing 
satisfactIon.
12, Financial assistance from parents Is not 
related to housing satisfaction.
13, Size of the home town of the married cou­
ple Is not related to housing satisfaction,
14, The overall gradepoint of the married stu­
dent Is not related to housing satisfaction,
15, The amount of rent paid by the couple Is not 
related to housing satisfaction,
16, The length of residence In the particular 
apartment or house Is not related to hous­
ing satisfaction.
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Terms Defined
College Married Couple - A married couple with at least one of the 
couple enrolled at Montana State University,
Marital Adjustment - The extent to which a husband and wife have 
developed harmonious, effective, mutually satisfying behavior patterns 
which are conducive to optimum, psychological and sociological growth 
as measured by a marital adjustment scale. High marital adjustment is 
the upper quartile and low marital adjustment is the lower quartile.
Housing Satisfaction - The minimum of physical facilities as mea­
sured by a housing satisfaction scale. High housing satisfaction is 
the upper quartile and low housing satisfaction is the lower quartile.
Strip Housing or "Strips" - They are the temporary barrack-type 
housing facilities for married college students at Montana State Uni­
versity located on South Avenue. They are owned and operated by the 
University.
Sisson and Craighead Apartments - They are commonly known as the 
"X*s." They are the two permanent type apartment buildings for 
married college students of three stories, built like two X*s. They
are located on Maurice Avenue south of the campus and are owned and
operated by the University.
Prefabs - These are small individual permanent type houses, owned 
and operated by the University, for married students. They are located
on the south end of the campus.
Off-Campus Housing - Housing facilities either of the apartment 
type or a house not owned by the University,
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CHAPTER IV 
METHODOLOGY OF THE STUDY
A sample of 150 married couples was drawn from the total popula­
tion of 714 married students attending Montana State University during 
the winter quarter of 1964. From each of the two types of University 
owned housing, excluding the prefabs, a 50 couple sample was drawn ran- 
domly with the aid of the book, A Million Random Digist»
Of the total of 111 married couples living in the strips, a 50 
couple sanple was drawn, but at the same time it was felt that another 
20 couples might be needed as alternates in case of graduation, drop­
outs or other reasons. The same procedure was used in the X's with 
its total population of 107. This means that of the total population 
in the strips, 45% were included in the sample. Of the total popula­
tion in the X's, 46% were included in the sanple.
The same procedure was used in drawing a 50 couple sample from 
the 457 married couples living in off-campus housing. The same method 
of randomly drawing 20 couples as alternates was used also.
Since the prefabs had only 28 possible couples in its total popu­
lation, it was decided that as many of the 28 couples as possible 
would be included in its sample. Of the 28 possible married couples, 
22 were interviewed which amounted to 79% of the total population.
This resulted in 172 married college couples or 344 people in the 
entire sample.
36. The Rand Corporation, A Million Random Digits. Glencoe. 
Illinois, The Free Press, 1955.
-24-
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Before beginning the research a certain number of days were set 
aside for interviewing each category of married students. Four days 
for each of the strips and X*s and two days for the prefabs were set 
aside. This procedure was used because rumor spreading was seen as 
a possible bias if the actual interviewing would be extended over a 
longer period of time. In both the X*s and the prefabs the couples 
were located in close spatial proximity to each other. With almost
a 50% sample of the total population being included from both the X*s 
and the strips, it was assumed that the respondents would do some con­
versing with friends and neighbors about the questionnaire especially 
since it dealt with a subject so close to young couples interest, 
i.e., marital happiness and housing facilities.
Rumor spreading was not assumed to be much of a problem off cam­
pus because of the wide spatial distribution of couples who live in 
off-campus housing. About ten days were consumed in contacting the 
50 off-campus couples. By a check of those living off campus, only 
five had a previous notion of Wiat was being researched.
Considering the entire sanple of 172 couples, there were 27 
replacements used for various reasons. Some of these reasons were; 
husband in Alaska working after the earthquake, husband left wife, 
husband at a two-week forestry camp, could not or would not set up
time when researcher could return to have both husband and wife
together, a down and out refusal and various other reasons.
Each couple was first contacted privately by the researcher at
the couples* apartment or home, or by phone as was the case with
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those couples living off campus. The researcher in the majority of 
cases, set up a time which was most convenient for the couple, to 
administer the questionnaire to both husband and wife at the same time.
A pretest was conducted two weeks in advance of the larger study. 
This was for the purpose of testing item reliability and appropriate 
questionnaire construction.
In the pretest a random stratified sample of 15 couples was 
drawn from the total married student population. Two items were 
omitted because they were not pertinent to the study. The research 
study was conducted from April 17, 1964 to May 10, 1964. During this 
time the researcher and his wife called upon those included in the 
sample and administered the questionnaire to them. The respondents 
filled in the questionnaire in the presence of the researcher. The 
research project was briefly explained to the respondents without 
telling them specifically that their marital happiness or adjustment 
was a main concern. They were told that the study was a check into 
how married college students felt about the apartment or house ( physi­
cal facilities) in which they lived. The data was collected during 
the spring quarter because most of the occupants in the apartments or 
houses had, by then, become familiar with their physical surroundings 
inside and outside. The questionnaire contained a personal informa­
tion section, a housing section which included the evaluating check 
list of their attitudes toward their apartment or house, called the 
housing satisfaction scale and a marital adjustment form.^^
37, See Appendix A, pp. 142-143.
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To insure the anonymity of the respondents, certain procedures 
were followed. First 200 standard sized envelopes, 9-1/2 by 4 
inches, were obtained and two questionnaires were folded and placed 
in each envelope, leaving the envelope unsealed. Upon leaving home 
each day to interview, the researcher would place 20 to 25 envelopes 
in a pile and place a rubber band around them. After explaining the 
research project to the couple, they were asked to choose any of the 
envelopes within this group. It was a simple task to draw an enve­
lope from this pile as it slipped out easily from the pack. After 
drawing their own questionnaires, each took one and proceeded to 
fill it out. The couple was told at this point that cooperation on 
the first three pages was allowable, that is, from question 1 
through question 32. It was found in the pretest that certain ans­
wers differed between husband and wife to such a great degree that 
it would probably be advantageous to allow some collaboration. 
Questions 13 through 17 proved to have the greatest variation. These 
are concerned with family income. The question on the size of the 
home town of the respondent also posed a problem to the respondents. 
They could not seem to remember the size of the town they were from 
and quite often asked their mate about it. By allowing collaboration 
for the first three pages, much confusion was eliminated.
For the last two pages of the questionnaire (the housing satis­
faction check list and the marital adjustment form), the couple was 
asked to separate and then complete the questionnaire. This also 
proved to be successful. T-Jhen they were first asked to separate.
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there were often a few questions but after the couple had completed
the questionnaire, they seemed to understand why they had been separated. 
Many of the respondents seemed glad their mate could not see their 
responses to the last page in particular - the marital adjustment form.
After both husband and wife had completed their questionnaires 
they placed them back in the envelope and sealed it. A small box was 
carried by the researcher and the respondents were then asked to place 
their envelope among the other completed questionnaires. Through 
this method the names of the respondents could not possibly be connected 
with their questionnaires which reassured the respondents that the 
study was anonymous.
After the questionnaires were completed, which took from 10 
minutes to 40 minutes, the couple were asked if they wished to comment 
or if they had any questions. There was no structured interview set
up to guide the subjects as it was found that most of them were very
relaxed and quite willing to talk about the apartment or house in 
which they lived. Rapport was easily established with most of the 
subjects as they were talkative and friendly. The researcher tried 
to take a seat somewhat centrally located in each house or apartment. 
This was done in order to better view the apartment and its physical 
surroundings.
The overall interview time, that is, questionnaire and discus­
sion, lasted from 20 minutes to 95 minutes. During the discussion 
period, notes were taken in front of the subjects. After the sub­
jects had finished the questionnaire and had begun to talk about the
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project, they were asked if they cared if notes were jotted down while 
the discussion proceeded. Not until after the discussion began, if 
any did, did the researcher ask if notes could be taken. Not one per­
son objected to this.
Basically the discussion centered around the faults or good quali­
ties of the apartment or house of the couple. This could be the main 
reason they did not object to notes being taken in front of them, 
because little of the discussion was centered around the marital 
adjustment form. Some of the respondents were inquisitive about the 
marital adjustiænt form, but their questions were simply directed 
toward clarification of the meaning of certain questions on the form. 
This method had been tried successfully in the pretest.
Questionnaire and Scales Used
The personal information section consisted of 20 questions
related to various aspects of marriage such as; length of marriage,
38age, monthly income and similar items. Most of these questions 
have been tested for relationship to marital adjustment in some man­
ner, An example would be the factor of age. It is generally agreed 
that if a couple waits unti the man is at least 22 years old and the 
woman is at least 20 years old, the chances for a happier and better 
adjusted marriage is greather than if they had married younger.
38, See pages 1, 2 and 3 of the questionnaire. Appendix A, 
pp. 139-141.
39. Burgess, Locke and Thornes, op. cit.. p. 318.
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The housing status section was included to discover how the occu­
pants of the various types of dwelling units viewed their physical 
facilities. This check list arrangement was patterned after one used 
in a study at Indiana University which tried to find out the housing
needs of college married s t u d e n t s . I t s  reliability and validity
41was established by its author.
The marital adjustment scale used was constructed by Harvey J.
42Locke and Karl M. Wallace. They formulated a short marital adjust­
ment form and found it to be significantly correlated with the longer 
adjustment scales.
The reliability coefficient of the marital adjustment form, com­
puted by the split-half technique and corrected by the Spearman- 
Brown Formula, was .90. Therefore, the short adjustment test has a 
high degree of reliability. The authors' test of validity consisted 
of a follow-up of the application of the test to 236 subjects. They 
found that 48 subjects were maladjusted in marriage. The case studies 
of thèse 48 confirm this data. The mean score of the well-adjusted 
group was 135.9 whereas the mean score for the maladjusted group was 
only 71,6. This difference was very significant, for the critical 
ratio was 17.5.
40. Dan A. Fults, Inquiry into the Housing Status and Hous­
ing Needs of Married Students at Indiana University. Indiana Univer­
sity, Bloomington, 1958, Appendix A., p. 158.
41. Ibid.. p. 48.
42. Lock and Wallace, op, cit., pp. 251-255.
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Varxables to be Held Constant
There are, of course, many variables which enter into such an 
undertaking and the writer is aware of various intervening variables 
which could affect the outcome of the study. The author assumes that 
a randomizing of intervening variables is necessary because of the 
vast number of them.
Statistical Methods Used
Each couples* questionnaires were stapled together upon opening 
the envelopes and given a number. This number was assigned as they 
were opened with the X*s sarple being numbered 1 through 50; the strip 
sample was numbered 51 through 100; while the prefab sample was num­
bered 101 through 122 and the off-campus sample 123 through 172, This 
numbering system was in the order in which the housing groupings were
interviewed. Data from each questionnaire was punched on data
cards with the identifying number assigned to each couple preceding 
the data on each card. This was for easy sorting.
A program was set up to calculate the critical ratio of the sam­
ple. The critical ratio test is a statistical device to see if, when
the data on the particular question is arranged in an ascending order, 
the difference between the extremes is significant. In the case of 
this study, the marital adjustment scores were ranged from highest 
scores to lowest and then divided into the top quarter of the sample 
and into the lower quarter of the sample, known as quartiles. Top 
quarters and bottom quarters were fed into the I.B.M, 1620 computer 
to see if the housing satisfaction scores would correspond to the
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manner in \«^ich it was hypothesized. The same procedure in relation to 
marital adjustment scores was used seven times for each of the follow­
ing groupings; entire sample - 344, males - 172, females - 172, X*s - 
100, Strips - 100, Prefabs - 44 and Off-Campus - 100, The above pro­
cedure was carried out on an ascending sample for the housing satisfac­
tion scores to determine if the difference between the quartiles on 
marital adjustment was significant for each of the above seven groups. 
In other words, when the marital adjustment results are given, the 
sorting in ascending order was done on the housing satisfaction scores 
with the 1620 computer doing the calculating for the critical ratio.
The 1620 computer was also used to calculate the Chi-squares,
The level of significance for acceptance in this study was placed 
at the .05 level or less. Even though the acceptance level is high, 
there still is the possibility of com!tting a Type I error or a Type II 
error. There are four possibilities in accpeting or rejecting a 
hypothesis.
Referring to Figure 1, it can be seen that a hypothesis can be 
accepted while the hypothesis is really true or the hypothesis can be 
accepted while the hypothesis is really false which is a Type II 
error. A Type I error is committed when the hypothesis is rejected 
when it was really true. The other alternative is to reject a hypo­
thesis when it is false.
43. Refer to John E, Freud, Modern Elementarv Statistics. 
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, Prentice-Hall, Inc., I960, p. 244.
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Accept H 
Reject H
H is true H is false
Correct Type II
Decision Error
Type I Correct
Error Decision
Figure 1
The significance level of .10 to ,05 will be accepted condition­
ally because of the newness of this type of research. Further research 
in this area might provide a better indication if such relationships do 
exist.
The above outlined procedure was basically followed to test the 16
null hypotheses ^ich were listed earlier. The 16 questions chosen
from the questionnaire to test these hypotheses were submitted to the
Chi-square test of association. This test was applied to each question
in each of the seven groupings in accordance with housing satisfaction
scores. The Chi-square test of significance in this research project
44is a two-way classification of independence.
The breakdown into categories on the questionnaire was originally 
set up for this analysis. For example, the responses to question 1 on 
age went as follows: ,
(0) Under 18,
(1) 18-19,9.
(2) 20-21.9.
(3) 22-23.9.
Each category had a certain number of corresponding responses. To 
establish the groupings for marital adjustment, the mean score for each
44. Wilfrid J. Dixon and Frank J, Massey, Introduction to Statis­
tical Analysis. New York, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1957, p. 224,
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of the seven groupings was calculated along with its standard deviation® 
With these two figures, the three groups of unadjusted, adjusted and well- 
adjusted were established. This was done by taking the mean score of the 
entire sample and going one-half of the standard deviation on each side 
of the mean to establish the adjusted group. Therefore, on the two 
extremes are found the well-adjusted and the unadjusted groups. The 
same procedure was followed for the remaining six groups for the marital 
adjustment scores and for the seven groups in relation to the housing 
satisfaction scores.
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CHAPTER V 
THE CHARACTER OF THE SAMPLE
The random sample drawn from the population of 714 married couples 
with at least one of the members of the couple attending Montana State 
University, amounted to 172 couples, or 344 people. Having 172 
married couples randomly drawn there were, of course, equal groups of 
males and females of 172. Only those married students living 
together at the time of the study were eligible to be included.
The age distribution by sex can be seen in Table 1 where 36 res­
ponses of the males fell into the 20-22 age range and 45 fell into 
the 22-24 age range. The females had, in the same corresponding two 
age brackets, 50 and 40 respectively.
TABLE 1 
DISTRIBUTION OF AGE BY SEX
Husbands Per Cent Wives Per Cent
Per Cent of 
Total Sample
Under 18 0 0 2 1 1
18-19.9 2 1 16 9 5
20-21.9 36 21 50 29 25
22-23.9 45 27 40 24 25
24-25.9 33 19 27 16 18
26-27.9 19 11 20 11 11
28-29.9 11 7 5 3 5
Over 30 24 14 12 7 10
The age grouping with the most responses in it for the males was 
the 22-24 group and for the females it was the 20-22 age group. The
-35-
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tnean for the wiv*s was 23 while for the men it was the 25 age group. 
The frequency distribution accounts for this change in age group from 
the mode to the median.
The modal length of the samples carriage was two to four years 
while the mean was three years. The second most frequent number of 
responses fell into the first category of less than one year of 
marriage as seen in Table 2. There are 76 responses, or 22%, of the 
total responses which revealed that much of the sample included newly 
married couples .which probably affected the outcome of the data some­
what. This will be analyzed in the next chapter,
TABLE 2
DISTRIBUTION OF LENGTH OF MARRIAGE
Length in Years Entire Sample Per Cent
Less than 1 year 76 22
1-1,9 years 72 21
2-3,9 years 86 25
4-5,9 years 60 18
6-7.9 years 20 6
More than 8 years 30 8
Table 3 revealed that 58 couples were childless out of the possi­
ble 172 which was 34% of the sample. Of the remaining 114 couples, 59 
had only one child, which was 35% of the sample. The data showed that 
almost 25% of the sample had been married less than one year. The
remaining rows showed the distribution for those couples with more than 
one child, ending with two couples having five or more children. In
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this data the mean number of children was 1.5 and the modal number of 
children was one.
TABLE 3
DISTRIBUTION ACCORDING TO THE NUMBER OF CHILDREN
Children Couples Per Cent
None 58 34
One 60 35
Two 30 18
Three 18 10
Four 4 2
Five or more 2 1
The samples for each of the four types of housing will be broken 
down in the next chapter on data analysis.
The last year of school completed for the entire sample according 
to sex is shown In Table 4 below.
The wives in the sample had a modal education level of having com­
pleted high school. The mean level was 1.9 years of college. Sixty- 
five per cent of the wives had some college training. At least 16% 
had completed college.
The husbands mean educational level was 3.3 years of college and 
the modal educational level was 2-4 years of college. Sixty-one of 
the males, or 36%, were graduate students.
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TABLE 4
DISTRIBUTION ACCORDING TO I£VEL OF EDUCATION 
ATTAINMENT BY SEX
Educational Level Husbands Per Cent Wives Per Cent
No High School Diploma 0 0 14 8
Completed High School 2 1 46 27
Less than 1 year of college 6 4 9 5
1-1.9 years of college 19 11 37 22
2-3.9 years of college 83 48 37 22
Bachelor's Degree 31 18 21 12
Graduate work 31 18 8 4
Table 5 represents the number of moves of the couple in the sample
The modal number of moves is six or more as represented by the 75 res­
ponses to the question.
TABLE 5
DISTRIBUTION OF MOBILITY PATTERNS
Number of Moves Since Marriage Responses Per Cent
One 60 17
Two 60 17
Three 60 17
Four 55 16
Five 33 10
Six or more 76 23
The mean number of moves is 3.7. The first three groups each have 
60 responses to them. This relates the mobility patterns of married 
college students. No real trend was apparent. The frequencies were 
fairly well distributed.
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The religious breakdown of the sample is shown in Table 6. Fifty- 
nine per cent of the sample was protestant and 27% were Catholic. It 
was interesting to note that 9% of the sample said they belonged to 
none of the religious groups. There was one respondent who was Jewish 
and 16 who fell into the "other grouping.” This "other" category was 
composed of members of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints.
TABLE 6
DISTRIBUTION OF RELIGIOUS AFFILIATION
Religion Responses Per Cent
Catholic 93 27
Jewish 1 0
Protestant 201 59
Other 16 5
None 26 9
The distribution of responses for estimated family income is 
listed in Table 7. Forty-two per cent of the families made $250 per 
month or less, while 21% made $400 or more per month.
Almost one quarter of the sample was making less than $200 per 
month. The mean of the sample on this question was the $295 and the 
mode was less than $200 per month income.
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TABI£ 7
DISTRIBUTION OF MONTHLY INCOME
Monthly Income Responses Per Cent
Less than $200 82 24
$200-249 62 18
$250-299 47 14
$300-349 47 14
$350-399 33 9
$400-449 33 9
$450-499 16 5
$500+ 24 7
The frequency distribution of the responses to the question on how 
much financial help from both sets of parents is listed in Table 8. The 
data showed that husband and wife are in some disagreement as to the 
amount of aid received from parents as only one digit is even. Forty- 
six per cent of the respondents say they received no aid from either set 
of parents. The mode of those who did receive aid was less than $100 
and the mean was $381,
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TABLE 8
DISTRIBUTION OF AID FROM PARENTS
Amount of Aid Responses Per Cent
Less than $100 57* 17
$100-299 36 10
$300-499 43* 12
$500-699 9* 3
$700-899 17* 5
$900+ 25* 7
None 157* 46
Seventy-eight per cent of the respondents were from what is con­
sidered urban areas which was surprising to the researcher as it was 
assumed that more than 6% would be from a farm or ranch. The mode of 
this distribution was above 10,000 in population. The mean was also 
above 10,000 in population. Table 9 shows the distribution.
TABIE 9
DISTRIBUTION ACCORDING TO SIZE OF HOME TOWN
Population Responses Per Cent
Farm or ranch 
Town up to 1,500 
Town up to 10,000 
Above 10,000
21
56
80
187
6
16
24
54
The gradepoint frequencies of the sample were well distributed and 
revealed no real trend. The mean gradepoint average was 2.67 and the
* Numbers should be even - indication of couples not agreeing on 
the amount of aid from parents.
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modal gradepoint average fell between 2,00 and 2.49. Sixty-five of the 
responses never had attended college which represented 16% of the 
entire sample. The remaining frequencies can be seen in Table 10 below. 
The sanç>les* gradepoint averages fell about at the average of all col­
lege students which supports the randomizing of the sample.
TABLE 10
DISTRIBUTION OF GRADEPOINT AVERAGES
Gradepoint Responses Per Cent
Less than 2,00 11 3
2.00-2.49 111 32
2.50-2.99 82 24
3.00-3.49 52 15
3.50-3.99 23 7
Never enrolled 65 16
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SUMMARY
Of the random sample of 172 couples drawn from the population of 
714 married couples, 50% are between the ages of 20-24 and 46% have 
been married from one to four years. Slxty-slx per cent had one or 
more children with 13% having three or more children.
Fifty-nine per cent of the sample have moved three or more times 
and also 59% of the sample were Protestants while 27% were Catholics. 
Seventy per cent of the couples are earning monthly Income of less than 
$200 up to $350. Forty-six per cent of the couples say they receive 
no financial help from either set of parents. Lastly, 54%, of the 344 
respondents, come from an urban background in population size but this 
may not be true of the community type In Montana.
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CHAPTER VI 
ANALYSIS OF DATA
DATA ON TIffi GENERA.L HYPOTHESIS
Appendix B Includes the critical ratios run on the marital adjust­
ment scores and housing satisfaction scores to test the general hypo­
thesis of this study. It was found that by arranging the scores of the 
entire sançle on housing satisfaction in an ascending order* the criti­
cal ratio for the marital adjustment score was 1.64 or significant at 
the .05 level. This would support the general hypothesis which states:
High housing satisfaction is related 
to high marital adjustment.
By analyzing this hypothesis and its supporting statistical data 
this may become more clear. The housing satisfaction scores were 
arranged from the lowest score of 0 up to the highest score of 114.
Then the top and bottom quarters of the sanqple (86 in each quarter) 
were fed into the I.B.M. 1620 computer to calculate the critical ratio 
for the corresponding marital adjustment scores. The top quarter of 
housing satisfaction scores fell into the well-satisfied group ranging 
from 0 to 15. The bottom quarter ranged from 47 to 114 which corres­
ponds to the unsatisfied group. The mean marital adjustment score for 
the upper quartile was 129,39 and for the lower quartile it was 123,89. 
The critical ratio test used was a one tailed test,*
* See Appendix B, p. 146.
^ 44-
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The hypothesis states that those respondents included in the 
unsatisfied group (scoring 44 to 114) would liave significantly lower 
marital adjustment scores and those respondents included in the well- 
satisfied group on housing satisfaction (scoring 0-21) would have 
significantly higher adjustment scores. The critical ratio has borne 
this out.
To test the relationship in the opposite direction, that, is, 
arranging the marital adjustment scores in an ascending order from a 
low of 53 to a high of 163, it was found that the significant level 
for the critical ratio on the housing satisfaction score was .23.
This was not at an acceptable level. The above presentations were 
interpreted as meaning, in the first case, \jhen the dependent vari­
able was marital adjustment, the hypothesis was supported and Wien 
the dependent variable was housing satisfaction, the hypothesis was 
not supported.
By referring to Appendix B the critical ratio and the differences 
between the means for each of the various breakdowns in the sanple can 
be seen.
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CHX~SQÜARE ANALYSIS OF DATA 
(MARITAL ADJUSTMENT)
Introduct ion
The data in this and the next chapter were analyzed according to
the general order of hypotheses listed in an earlier chapter. The
basic analysis is the Chi-square test of significance. It was applied
to each question stated in a null hypothesis form in relationship to
seven breakdowns. These seven breakdowns are; the X*s, the strips,
the prefabs, off-campus apartments, females, males, and the entire
sample. The Chi-square test is a two-way classification to test the
null hypothesis to determine if the two characteristics are indepen- 
. » 45dent.
For each question analyzed the contingency table was inserted 
which relates, for example, age or sex as the independent variable and 
marital adjustment as the dependent variable. In the next chapter the 
dependent variable was housing satisfaction. These contingency tables 
are broken down into the possible cell frequencies according to the 
sample under one of the seven groupings.
The significance levels for the Chi-square test are listed under 
each of the seven groupings on each table. The letter P represents 
the significance level.
Relationship of Age to Marital Adjustment
In Table 11 it can be seen that in only one of the seven groups
45, Dixon and Massey, op. cit., p. 224,
-46-
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was an acceptable significance level achieved for the Chi-square test. 
The only significant group was the X*s. The null hypothesis states:
Age is not related to marital adjustment.
From this data, the null hypothesis was rejected for only the sam­
ple from the X*s while the null hypothesis for each of the remaining 
six groups was not rejected. Therefore, in this sample with the rela­
tionship of age to marital adjustment it was found that there were two 
variables which were independent in six of the seven groups. Age and 
marital adjustment were dependent or related with only those respond­
ents living in the X's.
Looking at some of the frequency breakdowns for each grouping, the 
X ’s had mace responses, 28% in the unadjusted column than any of the 
four types of housing. This group was the only one of the four types 
of housing having an acceptable significant level which was .04. The 
respondents from the X*s had the lowest per cent of responses in the 
well-adjusted group also.
Comparing the females and males it was found that both have signi­
ficant levels of .60, Looking at Table 11 there were other interesting 
differences. Eighty-eight of the female responses, 51%, were in the 
adjusted group compared to 75 responses of the males, or 44%. In each 
of the two extreme groups, the males had more responses than the 
females. The unadjusted group for the males had 45 responses, 26%, 
while the females had 40 responses or 23% for the same unadjusted group. 
The well-adjusted group for the males had 52 responses, 30%, and the 
females had 44 responses, 26%. The expectation was for more female than
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male respondents to fall into the well-adjusted groupings, but it was 
reversed in this study. The males did follow the expectation of hav­
ing more unadjusted responses than the females and the 7 percentage 
point difference in the adjusted group was surprising also.
It is difficult to generalize from such small frequencies as exist 
in the older age group, but it appears that as college students grow 
older, more of the responses fall into the unadjusted and adjusted 
groups than in the well-adjusted group. It was not true in the off- 
campus group nor too much so with the femalesj however, with the X’s, 
the strips, the prefabs, the entire sample and the males, a similar 
pattern emerged in the 28-29,9 year-old group and the 30 year-old and 
over age group.
The only group with a pattern that stands out for the younger ages 
was in the X’s. Here the 20-21.9 age group had 54 of its responses in 
the well-adjusted group and this in turn helped to give the same age 
grouping in the entire sample the largest number of responses, 39, or 
45% of the total over the other two groups, namely the unadjusted and 
the adjusted. This is the most profound difference in the entire 
analysis of the question on age of all seven groups. It should be 
noted that the totals for each of the unadjusted, the adjusted and the 
well-adjusted columns for each of the 16 questions analyzed under any 
one of the seven categories must always be the same and are the same. 
For example, the column totals for the adjusted group of off-campus 
responses for questions 1 through 16, was 23, This is true because 
the mean adjustment scores were calculated for each of the various
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TABLE 11
RELATIONSHIP OF AGE TO MARITAL ADJUSTMENT
STRIPS PREFABS OFF CAMPUS
3CD
8
UA A WA Total UA A WA Total UA A WA Total UA A WA Total
Under 18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 0 0 0 0
”5. 18-19.9 0 2 1 3 1 3 3 7 1 1 2 4 1 2 1 4CÛ3" 20-21.9 5 7 14 26 5 8 6 19 2 5 2 9 9 10 13 32
? 22-23.9 11 6 8 25 8 12 6 26 3 4 5 12 5 11 6 223CD 24-25.9 3 6 6 15 5 7 7 19 1 3 3 7 4 11 4 19
"n 26- 27 .9 2 9 2 13 2 9 4 15 1 3 0 4 1 5 3 9c3. 28-29.9 4 2 0 6 3 1 2 6 1 0 0 1 0 2 1 3CD Over 30 3 7 2 12 2 4 2 8 2 3 0 5 3 4 4 11CD"O TOTALS 28 39 23 100 26 44 30 100 11 20 13 44 23 45 32 100OQ.Cao3
P =: .04 P a .90 P a .70 P a .90
"Oo3"CT1—HCD FEMALES MALES ENTIRE SAMPLEQ.$ 1—H UA A WA Total UA A WA Total UA A WA Total3"O Under 18 0 1 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2
■o 18-19.9 3 9 4 16 0 1 1 2 6 5 7 18
3 20-21.9 11 27 13 51 8 12 15 35 21 26 39 86C/)C/) 22-23.9 13 16 11 40 11 23 11 43 33 24 28 85o3 24-25.9 7 11 9 27 10 13 10 33 21 17 22 60
26-27.9 2 14 4 20 5 12 4 21 9 18 14 41
28-29.9 2 2 1 5 5 2 4 11 9 3 4 16
Over 30 3 7 I 11 5 12 8 25 12 13 11 36
TOTALS 41 87 44 172 44 75 52 172 111 106 127 344
P « ,60 P a .60 P a .23
I
I
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subdivisions and then the three groupings were established by use of 
the standard deviation as explained in the chapter on methodology.
Relationship of Length of Marriage to Marital Adjustment
The same general pattern exists in the question relating to length 
of marriage that was observed in the first question on age. The pat­
tern was that the longer a couple had been married, the more responses 
fell into the unadjusted columns. Looking at the data from the entire 
sample in Table 12, 38 responses, 50%, fell into the well-adjusted 
group among those married less than a year. Of those respondents 
married 1-1.9 years, 27 responses, 38%, were in the well-adjusted group. 
In the group married 2-3*9 years, 26 responses, 30%, fell into the well- 
adjusted column. The trend was reversed in the 2-3.9 years of marriage 
group where the largest response was in the unadjusted group, 32, or 
37%. The next group is the 4-5.9 years of marriage where the frequen­
cies were fairly well distributed among the unadjusted and the well- 
adjusted groups. The 4-5.9 years of marriage group begins the reverse 
trend with more responses than the unadjusted group as compared with 
the well-adjusted group.
Only the entire sample was significant at the .05 level or less 
with the X's and the females' significance level falling into the .10 
to ,05 range and being conditionally accepted.
The null hypothesis for this question reads as follows:
Length of marriage is not related to 
marital adjustment.
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TABLE 12
RELATIONSHIP OF LENGTH OF MRRIAGE TO MARITAL ADJUSTMENT
X*! STRIPS PREFABS OFF CAMPUS
8
(O'
3.3"
CD
CD■DOQ.Cao3"Oo
CDQ.
■DCD
C/)
C/)
Less than 1 year
1 -1 .9  years
2 -3 .9  years  
4 -5 .9  years 
6 -7 .9  years 
More than 8 years 
TOTALS
Less than 1 year
1 -1 .9  years
2 -3 .9  years  
4 -5 .9  years  
6 -7 .9  years 
More than 8 years 
TOTALS
UA A WA T o ta l UA A WA T o ta l
2 3 9 14 1 4 7 12 4 8 4 16 4 16 14 34
3 1 5 9 5 10 7 22 1 1 6 8 9 14 9 32
12 18 13 43 5 9 3 17 2 6 2 10 5 9 2 16
6 9 4 19 7 13 8 28 2 2 1 5 2 3 4 9
3 2 2 7 3 3 3 9 1 0 0 1 2 1 0 3
2 6 0 8 5 5 2 12 1 3 0 4 1 2 3 6
28 39 23 100 26 44 30 100 11 20 13 44 23 45 32 100
UA A WA T o ta l UA A WA T o ta l
P « .08
FEMALES
.60
MALES
P o .15
ENTIRE SAMPLE
.30
UA A WA T o ta l UA A WA T o ta l UA A WA To ta l
2 20 15 37 7 14 18 39 12 26 38 76
9 19 9 37 8 17 9 34 24 20 27 71
12 23 8 43 13 18 12 43 32 28 26 86
7 12 9 28 9 16 8 33 22 18 21 61
5 6 1 12 4 2 2 8 11 3 6 20
6 7 2 15 3 8 4 15 10 11 9 30
41 87 44 172 44 75 53 172 111 106 127 344
p a .09 P = .50 P a .05
—5 2~
The null hypothesis was, therefore, rejected for the entire sample, 
the X's and the females. It was not rejected for the other groupings, 
namely the males, the strips, the prefabs and the off-campus groups.
Table 12 reveals an interesting phenomenon in that 66% of the res­
pondents living off-campus were in the length of marriage grouping of 
less than one year and up to two years of marriage. This trend was 
not so obvious in the prefabs, but in the X's, 51% had been married from 
2-5.9 years. The strips showed no similar trend with the 2-7.9 years 
of marriage grouping somewhat evenly distributed with 66% of the sample 
in these three groups.
From Table 12, 58% of those couples off campus had no children 
which far exceeds any other type of housing unit. Those couples with­
out children may be able to better afford off-campus housing, but this 
may not be a good reason as 54% of the married couples living off cam­
pus pay less than, or the same rent per month as does 5% of the respon­
dents in the X's.
Relationship of Sex to Marital Adjustment
From Table 13 it was found that only the entire sample was at an 
acceptable significance level. The null hypothesis states:
Sex is not related to marital adjustment.
The null hypothesis for the entire sample was then rejected while 
the null hypothesis was not rejected for each of the other six groups.
The females in each of the four types of housing had more responses 
inthe well-adjusted group than the males, but the males had the edge
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TABLE 13
RELATIONSHIP OF SEX TO MARITAL ADJUSTMENT 
STRIPS PREFABS OFF CAMPUS
CD
3.3"
CD
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Male
Female
TOTALS
UA A WA To ta l UA A WA T o ta l UA A WA To ta l UA A WA T o ta l
17 20 13 50 12 27 11 50 5 11 6 22 13 23 14 50
11 19 20 50 14 17 19 50 6 9 7 22 10 22 18 50
28 39 23 100 26 44 30 100 11 20 13 44 23 45 32 100
P a .16 P a .11 P a .85 P a .60
FEMALES MALES ENTIRE SAMPLE
UA A WA To ta l UA A WA T o ta l UA A WA T o ta l
Male 0 0 0 0 44 75 53 172 54 67 51 172
Female 41 87 44 172 0 0 0 0 57 39 76 172
TOTALS 41 87 44 172 44 75 53 172 111 106 127 344
IOiw
I
P a - ^ as • p » .01
“54-
in the adjusted group for the four types of housing.
Looking next at the entire sample, the females had 76 responses, 
44%, of their row totals and 60% of the column totals in the well- 
adjusted column compared to the males 51 responses, 30%, of their row 
totals and 40% of the column total in the well-adjusted column. In 
the adjustment column a greater difference existed. Here 67 male 
responses were found, 63%, and only 39 female responses, 37%. This 
pattern of mere females viewing their marriage as happy corresponds 
to other research conducted. The only difference was that more 
females were in the unadjusted group than males, 57 to 54 respectively 
but the difference was small. More of the males fell into the 
adjusted column than would normally be expected from other research.
Relationship of the Number of Children to Marital Adjustment
Again the only one of the seven groups to be significant at the
.05 level or less was the entire sanple with .02 as its significance
level. The null hypothesis states:
The number of children is not related to 
marital adjustment.
The level of significance for the prefabs was .07 which resulted 
in a rejection of the null hypothesis for the entire sanple and a 
rejection of it on a conditional basis for the prefabs. The null 
hypothesis for the remaining five groupings was not rejected.
The off-campus respondents had the least number of children with 
58 responses, 58%, having no children. Eighty-five per cent of the 
off-campus sample had one child or none. Viewing the frequencies for
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RELATIONSHIP OF THE NUMBER OF CHIIDREN TO MARITAL ADJUSTMENT
8
X's STRIPS PREFABS OFF CAMPUS
UA A WA T o ta l UA A WA T o ta l UA A WA Total UA A WA T o ta l
CQ3" None 7 6 13 26 0 4 6 10 5 9 8 22 9 28 21 58
S One 12 18 12 42 9 16 13 38 1 6 5 12 11 11 5 273
CD Two 6 10 6 22 9 13 6 28 2 0 0 2 1 5 3 9
T| Three 3 3 0 6 5 9 2 16 3 5 0 8 2 1 3 6
C
3- Four 0 0 0 0 3 2 3 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
CD F ive  or more 0 2 2 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
CD
"O TOTALS 28 39 23 100 26 44 30 100 11 20 13 44 23 45 32 100
OQ.C
a p a .30 P a .22 P a .07 P a .15
■DO
CDQ.
FEMALES MALES ENTIRE SAMPLE
g UA A WA T o ta l UA A WA T o ta l UA A WA T o ta l3"O None 7 34 17 58 13 20 25 58 27 36 53 116
■o One 15 25 19 59 16 29 15 60 39 38 42 119CD
3 Two 10 17 4 31 9 13 8 30 27 15 19 61
</)'C/) Three 7 9 2 18 5 11 2 18 15 15 6 36
o3 Four 2 1 1 4 1 2 1 4 3 2 3 8
Five or more 0 1 1 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 4 4
TOTALS 41 87 44 172 44 75 53 172 111 106 127 344
f
VJVIf
P a .12 P a .15 P 8  ,02
“56“
the other housing units, it was observed that those couples vAio lived 
in the strips had the largest number of children with 90% reporting 
one or more children. Of the couples living in the X®s, 74% reported 
having one child or more and 50% of the couples in the prefabs had 
one child or more.
Taking the entire sample, it revealed somewhat of a pattern simi­
lar to the earlier questions. The pattern for this question was not 
clear-cut, but did show that the more children a couple had while 
attending college, the more apt the responses were to change from 
well-adjusted to unadjusted on the marital adjustment form. By the 
time a couple had one child compared to no children, the three groups, 
unadjusted, adjusted and well-adjusted, were close to being evenly dis­
tributed. With no children, 53 responses, 46%, of the row totals were 
in the well-adjusted group. Those couples with two to three children 
showed more of their responses in the unadjusted group than the well- 
adjusted group. The respondents with four and five children then come 
back to the original pattern with one child and no children. This 
could be partially accounted for by lack of responses in these group­
ings. The sample pattern existed in the male and female responses 
with each row total being very similar. The cell frequencies are the 
differentiating items in Table 14,
Relationship of Number of Credits to Marital Adjustment
The data from Table 15 revealed that none of the seven groups 
analyzed were significant at an acceptable level. The null hypothesis
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Not en ro lled  
Less than 7 c red its  
7 -9 .9  c re d its  
10-13 .9  c re d its  
14 -17 .9  c re d its  
18+ c re d its  
TOTALS
TABLE 15
RELATIONSHIP OF NUMBER OF CREDITS TO MARITAL ADJUSTMENT 
X*s STRIPS PREFABS OFF CAMPUS
13 19 16 48 15 21 19 55 5 8 6 19 11 19 20 50
1 1 0 2 0 0 2 2 2 1 1 4 0 2 0 2
1 4 1 6 3 3 0 6 1 2 1 4 1 3 1 5
5 7 7 19 6 8 2 16 1 4 2 7 3 10 4 17
8 8 8 24 2 10 6 18 1 3 2 6 7 7 5 19
0 0 1 1 0 2 1 3 1 2 1 4 1 4 2 7
28 39 23 100 26 44 30 100 11 20 13 44 23 45 32 100
P a  .85
FEMALES
P = .15
MALES
.99
ENTIRE SAMPLE
P a  .60
UA A WA To ta l UA A WA To ta l UA A WA To ta l
Not en ro lled 40 75 36 151 5 10 6 21 60 40 72 172
Less than 7 c re d its 1 2 2 5 1 2 2 5 3 3 4 10
7 -9 .9  c re d its 0 1 1 2 4 11 4 19 6 10 5 21
10 -13 .9  c re d its 0 5 2 7 14 22 16 52 17 24 18 59
14 -17 .9  c re d its 0 1 3 4 16 28 19 63 20 23 22 67
18+ c re d its 0 3 0 3 4 2 6 12 5 4 6 15
TOTALS 41 87 44 172 44 75 53 172 111 106 127 344
P a .25 P a .80 P = .30
fU1
I
-53'
for each section was not rejected. This states:
The credit load of a student is not 
related to marital adjustment.
The cell frequencies are very similar for each housing type for 
the males and the entire samp le. Probably the only data that had any 
significance was the females responses. One hundred and fifty-one of 
the females, 88%, did not attend college, but of those females who 
did attend, only one out of the 21 responses fell into the unadjusted 
column. The small number of responses of females attending college 
did affect the data. Only a larger study among married females 
attending colleges and universities would shed more light upon this 
phenomenon.
Relationship of the Number of Years of Education to Marital Adjustment
None of the seven groupings relating educational level and mari­
tal adjustment were significant at an acceptable level. The null 
hypothesis states:
The level of education is not related 
to marital adjustment.
This was not rejected for each of the seven groups. The data in 
Table 16 showed no significant differences throughout the seven group­
ings.
Relationship of the Economic Status of the Couples* Parents to Marital 
Adjustment
None of the significance levels for this particular question were 
acceptable at the .05 level or less, but the off-caitpus respondents
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TABLE 16
REIATIONSHIP OF THE NUMBER OF YEARS OF EDUCATION TO MARITAL ADJUSTMENT 
X 's STRIPS PREFABS OFF CAMPUS
8
(O'
3.3"
CD
CD■DOQ.Cao3"Oo
CDQ.
■DCD
(/)(/)
No H .S . diploma 
Completed H .S .
Less than 1 y r .c o l l
1 -1 .9  y rs . c o l l .
2 -3 .9  y rs . c o l l .  
B achelor's Degree 
Graduate work 
TOTALS
UA A WA To ta l UA A WA T o ta l UA A WA T o ta l UA A WA T o ta l
1 0 0 1 5 2 3 10 0 1 1 2 0 1 0 1
3 6 7 16 4 8 5 17 0 5 1 6 3 2 4 9
. 1 1 0 2 1 5 2 8 1 1 0 2 1 2 0 3
6 6 7 19 2 3 8 13 2 3 4 9 2 9 4 15
9 15 12 36 10 14 7 31 1 7 4 12 13 15 13 41
3 1 5 9 4 10 5 19 4 2 3 9 0 8 7 15
5 10 2 17 0 2 0 2 3 1 0 4 4 8 4 16
28 39 33 100 26 44 . 30 100 11 20 13 44 23 45 32 100
.40
FEMALES
,23
MALES
P « .15
ENTIRE SAMPLE
P = .40
UA A WA T o ta l UA A WA Tota l UA A WA T o ta l
No H .S . Diploma 7 5 2 14 0 0 0 0 8 1 5 14
Completed H .S . 10 25 10 45 1 1 1 3 13 14 21 48
Less than 1 y r .c o l l 4 4 1 9 1 5 0 6 7 5 3 15
1 -1 ,9  y rs . c o l l . 5 20 12 37 4 6 9 19 15 14 27 56
2 -3 .9  y rs , c o l l . 8 20 10 38 23 32 27 82 40 40 40 120
B achelor's Degree 5 10 6 21 6 14 11 31 14 16 22 52
Graduate work 2 3 3 8 9 17 5 31 14 16 9 39
TOTALS 41 87 44 172 44 75 53 172 111 106 127 344
P = ,40 P a .25 P a .16
“60“
fell into the acceptable significance level on a conditional basis with
their significance level at .07* The null hypothesis states:
The economic status of the parents is 
not related to marital adjustment.
This was not rejected for six of the seven breakdowns, but was 
rjected for the respondents living in off-campus apartments.
It was assumed by the author that any respondents checking the 
well-to-do, wealthy or very wealthy categories and living in less 
satisfactory housing while going to school would probably show up on the 
adjustment scale as having marital problems. Among the off-campus 
respondents, three placed themselves in the wealthy category. View­
ing Table 17, it can be seen that all three of those respondents 
fell into the unadjusted grouping. Going next to the X's, there was 
only one respondent who placed herself in the very wealthy category 
and she fell into the well-adjusted group. There were four respon­
dents in the wealthy category in the X's with three of them in the 
well-adjusted and one in the unadjusted columns. Placing these two 
categories into the entire sample, it was found that of the seven 
respondents in the wealthy category, four fell into the unadjusted 
and three into the well-adjusted group. It is interesting to note 
that among the respondents who classified their parents as very 
wealthy or wealthy, none of these fell into the adjusted group as 
they all fell on one of the two extremes. Other than this differ­
ence there was little variation that was significant for this ques­
tion.
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Very wealthy
Wealthy
W e ll-to -d o
Comfortable
Meager
Poor
TOTALS
Very wealthy
Wealthy
W e ll-to -d o
Comfortable
Meager
Poor
TOTALS
TABLE 17
RELATIONSHIP OF THE ECONOMIC STATUS OF THE COUPLES* PARENTS TO MARITAL ADJUSTMENT 
X 's STRIPS PREFABS OFF CAMPUS
UA A WA T o ta l UA A WA T o ta l UA A WA T o ta l UA A WA T o ta l
0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 3 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 3
2 5 6 13 3 3 5 11 1 1 3 5 2 10 6 18
21 30 21 72 21 35 20 76 10 15 10 35 17 32 24 73
4 4 2 10 2 6 3 11 0 4 0 4 1 3 2 6
0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
28 39 33 100 26 44 30 100 11 20 13 44 23 45 32 100
P = .40 P = .30 P a .12 P a .07
UA
FEMALES 
A WA T o ta l UA
MALES 
A WA T ota l UA
ENTIRE SAMPLE 
A WA T o ta l
0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
1 0 1 2 2 1 2 5 4 0 3 7
3 12 10 25 6 8 8 22 10 15 22 47
35 65 30 130 31 57 38 126 86 82 88 256
2 9 2 13 5 9 4 18 11 9 11 31
0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 2 2
41 87 44 172 44 75 53 172 111 106 127 344
I
P = .30 .80 P « .25
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The notion by a few citizens of Missoulaj, as reported in a later 
chapter, was that many of the married couples living in the strips 
came from the lower social economic groups. This was not substantiated 
in this study. Viewing the table again, it can be seen that only 13% 
of the respondents placed themselves in the poor or meager categories. 
It is also noted that not one respondent placed himself in the very 
wealthy or wealthy category who lived in the strips. It could be that 
those people living in other types of housing facilities take one look 
at the strips and say that they will never live there. This was true 
among those respondents who lived in off-campus housing as many of them 
reported to the researcher that they would never move out into the 
strips.
By viewing Table 17, it can be seen that 75% of the entire sam­
ple placed economic status of their parents as comfortable. One-third 
of one per cent placed their parents in the very wealthy category and 
two-thirds of one per cent placed their parents in the poor category. 
This data truly supported the widely held assumption of the middle- 
class attending college.
Relationship of the Number of Residences Since Marriage to Marital 
Adjustment
The null hypothesis states;
The number of residences of a family is 
not related to marital adjustment.
The data from Table 18 reveals that none of the seven groups have 
an acceptable significance level. The data for this question as
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RELATIONSHIP OF THE NUMBER OF RESIDENCES SINCE MARRIAGE TO MARITAL ADJUSTMENT
X's STRIPS PREFABS OFF CAMPUS
8
UA A WA To ta l UA A WA To ta l UA A WA Tota l UA A WA T o ta l
CQ3" One 3 3 3 9 1 4 6 11 1 4 4 9 2 14 14 30
s Two 6 7 6 19 0 3 5 8 5 6 2 13 7 8 5 20
3
CD Three 3 5 11 19 4 9 5 18 1 4 3 8 5 9 1 15
T| Four 7 3 2 12 5 7 4 16 3 3 4 10 4 7 6 17
C3. Five 4 7 5 16 6 5 1 12 0 0 0 0 1 2 3 63"
CD Six or more 5 14 6 25 10 16 9 35 1 3 0 4 4 5 3 12
CDTD TOTALS 28 39 33 100 26 44 30 100 11 20 13 44 23 45 32 100OQ.Cao3
P a .17 P 8 .25 P 8 .60 P 8 .2 -
■DO3"CT1—HCD
FEMALES MALES ENTIRE SAMPLE
Q.
$ UA A WA Tota l UA A WA Tota l UA A WA T o ta l3"O One 2 17 9 28 6 12 13 31 9 21 29 59
■o Two 7 15 10 32 9 10 9 28 21 16 23 60CD
3 Three 5 16 8 29 7 14 10 31 22 15 23 60(/)'(/) Four 8 14 4 26 9 11 9 29 20 17 18 55o3 F ive 5 7 7 19 4 9 2 15 12 13 9 34
S ix or more 13 19 6 38 9 19 10 38 27 24 25 76
TOTALS 41 87 44 172 44 75 53 172 111 106 127 344
P 8 .21 P =* .80 P 8 .22
Iaswt
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revealed in Table 18 shows that as the couples* mobility patterns change, 
that is, the more moves made, the more the responses fall into the 
unadjusted column. Of course, this phenomenon could be somewhat attri­
buted to the fact that those \dio have been married less than one year 
have not had the opportunity to make many moves and would affect the 
upper categories, that is, the one and two moves since marriage. This 
shows up in the first response of those only moving once since marriage 
where 29 responses out of the 59 fell into the well-adjusted column 
and only nine responses in the unadjusted column. The next two groups, 
those moving two and three times since their marriage revealed a some­
what equal distribution between the unadjusted and the well-adjusted 
columns and almost an equal number in the adjusted column. The res- 
pondens who marked the questionnaire as having moved four times since 
marriage started a trend in the other direction with 20 responses in 
the unadjusted and 18 in the adjusted colums out of a total of 55 
possible responses. Those responding with five moves had 11 responses 
in the unadjusted, 13 in the adjusted and 9 in the well-adjusted 
columns. Those with six or more moves had 27, 24 and 25 responses 
respectively. This data cannot be conclusive, but it does reflect a 
trend which would support other research that the more mobile a family, 
the more disorganization in the family.
46. Burgess and Cottrell, on. cit.. pp. 253-254; Burgess, Locke 
and Thornes, on. cit.. pp. 374-375; Locke, on. cit.. pp. 34-35.
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Under the grouping of females the trend was similar but conparing 
it to the males it was interesting to note that in the grouping of six 
or more moves since marriage the females had 13 respondents falling 
into the unadjusted column and six in the well-adjusted column in com­
parison to nine in the unadjusted column and ten in the well-adjusted 
column for the males. Each of the two groups had a total response of 
38. The middle group or adjusted column for both the males and females 
had 19 responses which equalize the two groups for comparison and the 
difference was that four more females fell into the unadjusted column 
than males.
The four types of housing studied revealed an interesting phenome­
non. Among the respondents in the strips^ 35 said they had moved six 
or more times. Comparing this to the other three groups they had ten 
more responses in this row than the closest group which was the X's 
with 25 responds. The factor of age did not appear to be of signifi­
cance for this analysis as it might be assumed. The people in the 
strips appeared to be more of a mobile group than any of the other
three groups and at the same time they had the lowest mean adjustment
47score for any of the four groups.
The group with the lowest percentage of mobility of the four types 
of housing was the prefabs with only 9% of its sample moving five or 
more times. The couples living in off-campus apartments had the next
47, See Appendix B., p. 147.
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1 owe St percentage of mobility with only 18% moving five or more times. 
Likewise lunçing the last two rows together, the X's had the third 
lowest, or the second highest, percentage of mobility with 41% of the 
responses moving five or more times and the strips respondents having 
46% moving five or more times.
With none of the groupings being at an acceptable significance 
level, the null hypothesis for this question for each of the seven 
groupings was not rejected, but as illustrated in Table 18, five of 
the seven groups have significance levels of .25 or less which might 
warrant further investigation.
Relationship of Religion to Marital Adjustment
The frequency distribution revealed a variety of trends. The
entire sartple was the only group which had an acceptable significance
level of ,05 or less which meant that the null hypothesis was rejected
for the entire sample. The null hypothesis states:
The religious background of the family 
is not related to marital adjustment.
The males under this question had a significance level of .07.
The null hypothesis was, therefore, conditionally rejected. The 
null hypothesis was not rejected for the other five groupings under 
this question*
Taking into account first of all, the entire sample, it was 
found that 27% of the samples' respondents were Catholic and 60% 
were Protestant. Among the Catholic responses broken down into the
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REIATIONSHIP OF RELIGION TO MARITAL ADJUSTMENT
X's STRIPS PREFABS OFF CAMPUS
CQ3" UA A WA To ta l UA A WA T o ta l UA A WA T o ta l UA A WA T o ta l
? C atho lic 5 9 10 24 9 11 7 27 3 7 4 14 9 11 8 283
CD Jewish 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
"n P ro tes tan t 19 25 23 67 9 30 20 59 4 9 8 21 8 28 18 54c3. Other 1 4 0 5 3 2 2 7 2 3 1 6 1 2 2 5
CD None 3 1 0 4 4 1 1 6 2 1 0 3 5 4 4 13
CD"O TOTALS 28 39 33 100 26 44 30 100 11 20 13 44 23 45 32 100
OQ.Cao3
P « .28 P =* .13 P = .60 P = .50
O3"
CT1—HCD FEMALES MALES
ENTIRE SAMPLE
Q.
$  1—H UA A WA Tota l UA A WA To ta l UA A WA To ta l3"
Oc C ath o lic 16 21 12 49 11 17 16 44 35 25 33 93
■O Jewish 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
3 P ro tes tan t 18 56 29 103 21 46 31 98 52 67 82 201(/)(/) Other 3 6 3 12 2 6 3 11 9 8 6 23o3 None 3 3 1 7 10 6 3 19 15 6 5 26
TOTALS 41 87 44 172 44 75 53 172 111 106 127 344
P = .40 P a ,07 P « .05
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three categories, 35 responses, 38%, were found in the unadjusted 
column and 33 responses, 35%, in the well-adjusted column. Conçaring 
this to the Protestant group with 201 responses, it was found that 52 
responses, 26%, were found in the unadjusted group, 67 responses, 33%, 
in the adjusted group and 82 responses, 41%, in the well-adjusted 
group. In the group listed as "other” with over 70% of this group 
being members of the Mormon Church, it was found that 9 responses,
39%, were in the unadjusted group, 8 responses, 35%, in the adjusted 
and 6 responses, 26%, in the well-adjusted group.
Probably the most interesting data in this question referred to 
those respondents listing "none" as their religion. There were a 
total of 26 respondents so classified. This represents 8% of the 
total sangle. Checking their frequency distribution in Table 19 it 
was found that 15 responses out of the 26, 58%, fell into the 
unadjusted column. The other two columns, adjusted and well-adjusted, 
were relatively equal with 6 and 5 responses respectively.
Reviewing this question on religion, it was found that out of the 
five possible responses to this question, only the Protestants came up 
with a greater per cent of their responses in the well-adjusted group. 
The other four groupings all had more responses in the unadjusted cate­
gory including the Jewish religion. The group having the greatest per 
cent falling into the unadjusted column were those who responded as 
having no religion at all. This would support other research find­
ings that those people without a religious orientation tend to score 
lower on a marital adjustment schedule than those with a religious
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Re lationship of Monthly Income to Marital Adjustment
Only one of the seven groupings for this question was signifi­
cant at an acceptable level and this level being on a conditional 
basis as it fell into the .10 to .05 level. The group having this 
acceptable level was the males. The null hypothesis states:
The monthly income of the couple is 
not related to marital adjustment.
The null hypothesis was not rejected for the other six groupings 
for this question.
Viewing the entire sample as seen in Table 20, an interesting 
phenomenon emerged. The first two groupings of responses in the 
less than $200 and $200-249 categories and the $500 and over cate­
gories were the only ones to have more responses in the well- 
adjusted column than in the unadjusted column. Those groupings in the 
middle range had more or equal responses in the two extreme categories. 
Of course, this question only asked what the monthly income of the cou" 
pie was and does not reveal the extent of borrowing or financial help 
from parents which will be analyzed in a later section. The lowest 
and highest income groups had the greater per cent of their responses 
in the well-adjusted column on the marital adjustment form.
48. Burgess and Cottrell, op. cit.. p. 123; Harold T, Christensen, 
Marriage Analysis. New York, The Ronald Press, 1958, p. 608: Locke,
op. cit.. p. 221,
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TABLE 20
REUTIONSHIP OF MONTHLY INCOME TO MARITAL ADJUSTMENT
X', STRIPS PREFABS OFF CAMPUS
8
(O'
3.3"
CD
CD■DOQ.Cao3"Oo
CDO.
■DCD
C/)
C/)
Less than $200 
$200-249 
$250-299 
$300-349 
$350-399 
$400-449 
$450-499 
$500+
TOTALS
Less than $200
$200-249
$250-299
$300-349
$350-399
$400-449
$450-499
$500+
TOTALS
UA A WA T o ta l UA A WA T o ta l UA A WA T o ta l UA A WA T o ta l
2 10 12 24 6 8 7 21 5 10 5 20 3 8 6 17
6 7 8 21 6 14 7 27 2 2 2 6 2 4 2 8
4 4 2 10 3 5 2 10 1 3 2 6 8 8 5 21
5 4 3 12 4 3 2 9 0 0 2 2 7 8 9 24
1 4 3 8 3 9 3 15 1 3 0 4 0 5 1 6
7 3 3 13 4 3 1 8 0 0 0 0 0 7 5 12
2 1 0 3 0 2 5 7 1 1 0 2 1 2 1 4
1 6 2 9 0 0 3 3 1 1 2 4 2 3 3 8
28 39 33 100 26 44 30 100 11 20 13 44 23 45 32 100
P « .18
FEMALES
.12
MALES
P « .60
ENTIRE SAMPLE
.55
UA A WA T o ta l UA A WA To ta l UA A WA To ta l
5 21 14 40 7 22 13 42 17 31 34 82
10 13 9 32 5 14 11 30 21 17 24 62
6 13 5 24 11 6 6 23 22 12 13 47
8 10 7 25 9 8 5 22 18 12 17 47
3 10 3 16 5 9 3 17 11 12 10 33
5 9 2 16 4 7 6 17 11 11 11 33
1 5 1 7 3 4 2 9 6 3 7 16
3 6 3 12 0 5 7 12 5 8 11 24
41 87 44 172 44 75 53 172 111 106 127 344
I
01
P « .78 .10 .40
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Relationshtp of Borrowing Money to Marital Adjustment
The null hypothesis was rejected for the off-campus responses at
the .05 level. The null hypothesis was not rejected for the other
six groupings. The null hypothesis states:
Borrowing money is not related to 
marital adjustment.
Viewing the data as shown in Table 21, 162 respondents, 47%, res­
ponded as not borrowing any money since September 1963. The pattern 
for the remaining 182 responses was not clear. Those borrowing less 
than $100 and those borrowing between $100-499 revealed a greater per 
cent of their responses falling into the unadjusted columns with the 
next two rows showing exactly the reverse trend with the sixth and the 
seventh rows being somewhat equal in their responses.
Of the four types of housing investigated, those living in the
X*s borrowed more money than any of the other three types of housing, 
that is, 58%. The strips were not too far behind with 54% of their 
respondents borrowing money since September of 1963. The off-campus 
responses had 50% of their respondents borrowing money since Septem­
ber of 1963 and the prefabs had 46% of their respondents borrowing 
money since September of 1963.
Relationship of Financial Help From Parents to Marital Adjustment
The null hypothesis states:
Financial assistance from parents is 
not related to marital adjustment.
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■DCD RELATIONSHIP OF BORROWING MONEY TO MARITAL ADJUSTMENT
C/)C/)
V s STRIPS PREFABS OFF CAMPUS
CD
8
3.3"
CD
CD■DOQ.Cao3"Oo
CDQ.
■DCD
C/)
C/)
Less than $100 
$100-499 
$500-899 
$900-1,299  
$1,300-1 ,699  
$1 ,700-2 ,099  
$2,100+
None
TOTALS
UA A WA T o ta l UA A WA T o ta l UA A WA T o ta l UA A WA T o ta l
5 2 3 10 5 6 1 12 0 1 0 1 1 7 6 14
6 11 11 28 2 12 5 19 2 6 1 9 10 11 2 23
1 2 3 6 4 4 2 10 1 2 5 8 0 1 2 3
3 1 4 8 2 2 2 6 1 1 0 2 0 3 3 6
0 1 3 4 0 2 1 3 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2
0 0 0 0 1 1 2 4 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2
1 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 21 9 42 12 17 17 46 7 10 7 24 10 22 18 50
28 39 33 100 26 44 30 100 11 20 13 44 23 45 32 100
.29
FEMALES
.50
MALES
P a .40
ENTIRE SAMPLE
P a .05
UA A WA T o ta l UA A WA To ta l UA A WA To ta l
Less than $100 5 10 2 17 5 9 6 20 15 10 12 37
$100-499 7 22 10 39 12 17 11 40 28 26 25 79
$500-899 3 6 6 15 1 7 4 12 6 6 15 27
$900-1,299 4 4 3 11 3 5 3 11 7 6 9 22
$1 ,300-1 ,699 1 1 3 5 1 2 1 4 3 2 4 9
$1 ,700-2 ,099 0 2 0 2 2 0 2 4 2 2 2 6
$2,100+ 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 2
None 21 41 20 82 19 35 26 80 49 54 59 162
TOTALS 41 87 44 172 ^ 44 75 53 172 111 106 127 344
P = .68 P a .85 P = .85
rVJ
IS3
I
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Only one of the seven groups was significant at an acceptable 
level. The one group was the prefabs, having a significance level of 
.08. The null hypothesis was rejected conditionally for the prefabs 
but it was not rejected for the other six groups.
From Table 22 it was found that 60% of the respondents living in 
the X*s had received financial assistance from their parents. Fifty- 
nine per cent of the respondents living in the prefabs, 53% of the 
sample living in the strips and 48% of the sançtle living off campus 
had received some financial assistance from their parents since Septem­
ber of 1963.
Comparing the per cent of those in the adjustment categories to 
the financial help from parents, it was found that the sample from 
the X*s had more of its responses in the unadjusted group than any of 
the other three types of housing. The difference in percentage 
between the unadjusted totals and the three types of housing was not 
great, but as the per cent of the respondents for each housing type 
varied, the per cent of the unadjustement totals varied directly with it,
Viewing the entire sample, but excluding those toho have not 
received any financial help from their parents, it was found that 67 
responses fell into the unadjusted column compared with 65 responses 
in the well-adjusted column. Comparing to this data those not receiv­
ing help from their parents, 62 responses fell into the well-adjusted 
column compared to 44 in the unadjusted. Twenty-eight per cent of 
those respondents not receiving any financial assistance from their 
parents fell into the unadjusted column in comparison with 36% of
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TABLE 22
RELATIONSHIP OF FINANCIAL HELP FROM PARENTS TO MARITAL ADJUSTMENT
X*s STRIPS PREFABS OFF CAMPUS
§"O UA A WA T o ta l UA A WA T o ta l UA A WA T o ta l UA A WA T o ta l
c5- Less than $100 6 5 7 18 3 11 3 17 1 0 2 3 2 11 6 193" $100-299 5 4 1 10 5 2 2 9 1 7 2 10 5 1 1 7
g $300-499 2 5 8 15 5 5 4 14 0 1 4 5 2 5 2 9
CD $500-699 1 I 1 3 0 1 1 2 1 1 1 3 0 0 1 1
"n $700-899 1 1 2 4 1 3 3 7 2 0 0 2 1 2 1 4
3-3" $900+ 6 2 2 10 1 3 0 4 1 2 0 3 3 3 2 8
None 7 21 12 40 11 19 17 47 5 9 4 18 10 23 19 52CD■D3 TOTALS 28 39 33 100 26 44 30 100 11 20 13 44 23 45 32 100
Q.C
ao3
■D
P ■ .15 P - .40 P a .08 P a .20
O3"
CT
1—HCDQ.
FEMALES MALES ENTIRE SAMPLE
$ 
1—H3" UA A WA T o ta l UA A WA T o ta l UA A WA T o ta lOc Less than $100 7 16 4 27 6 14 10 30 19 18 20 57
"OCD $100-299 6 8 4 18 6 9 3 18 15 11 10 36
i. $300-499 4 12 5 21 6 6 10 22 14 10 19 43
if)o' $500-699 0 0 3 3 1 4 1 6 3 2 4 93 $700-899 1 7 1 9 2 4 2 8 5 5 7 17
$900+ 5 6 1 12 5 5 3 13 11 9 5 25
None 18 38 26 82 18 33 24 75 44 51 62 157
TOTALS 41 87 44 172 44 75 53 172 111 106 127 344
P a  .11 P a .75 P 8 .75
rSI
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those respondents receiving aid or financial assistance from their 
parents since September of 1963. Forty per cent of those respondents 
not receiving financial aid from their parents fell into the well- 
adjusted column in comparison to 35% for those respondents receiving 
financial assistance from their parents. The data tends to reveal 
that financial assistance from parents does have some relationship to 
marital adjustment, that is, an inverse relationship seems to exist.
Re lationsh ip of the Size of the Respondent's Home Town to Marital 
Adjustment
The only question significant at an acceptable level was the 
strips which had a significance level of .10. For this section the 
null hypothesis was rejected conditionally and the null hypothesis 
was not rejected for the other six groupings. The null hypothesis 
states:
The size of the home town of the married 
couple is not related to marital adjust­
ment.
It should be noted from Table 23 that of the remaining six 
groups not significant, their significance levels are quite high 
ringing from .95 to .99 d̂iich sould indicate that the Chi-square 
shows practically no relationship.
It was found from the data in the entire sample that 54% of the 
entire sample came from towns above 10,000 in population. Only 6% of 
the sanple came from a farm or ranch. The 54% of the respondents who 
came from a town above 10,000 may be someidiat misleading as most of
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TABLE 23
RELATIONSHIP OF THE SIZE OF THE RESPONDENT'S HOME TOWN TO MARITAL ADJUSTMENT 
X 's STRIPS PREFABS OFF CAMPUS
3" UA A WA T o ta l UA A WA T o ta l UA A WA T o ta l UA A WA T o ta l
W Farm or ranch 2 2 2 6 2 2 0 4 1 2 1 4 1 3 3 7
CD Town up to  1,500 7 8 1 16 3 9 7 19 1 2 2 5 5 5 6 16
"n Town up to  10,000 3 8 7 18 3 12 12 27 3 5 3 11 9 9 6 24
3-3" Above 10,000 16 21 23 60 18 21 11 50 6 11 7 24 8 28 17 53
CD TOTALS 28 39 33 100 26 44 30 100 11 20 13 44 23 45 32 100
P .29
FEMALES
P « .10
MALES
.99
ENTIRE SAMPLE
P » .38
Farm or ranch 
Town up to  1,500  
Town up to  10,000 
Above 10,000 
TOTALS
UA A WA T o ta l UA A WA To ta l UA A WA T o ta l
2 7 1 10 3 5 3 11 6 8 7 21
7 13 7 27 10 11 8 29 20 17 19 56
9 21 11 41 10 18 11 39 25 24 31 80
23 46 25 94 21 41 31 93 60 57 70 187
41 87 44 172 44 75 53 172 111 106 127 344
P = .95 P = .95 P a .98
{vjCJ\
I
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the sample were residents of Montana. The fact that most of Montana 
is a rural state would shed some light upon the fact that even though 
a town may be around 10,000 in population, it probably has a great 
deal of rural characteristics attributed to it.
Table 23 shows that 60% of those respondents living in the X*s 
came from a town above 10,000 in population, while the closest per 
cent to this was the respondents living in off-cançus apartments with 
53%. Close behind came the respondents living in the strips. Fifty 
per cent of them came from towns above 10,000 in population. Fifty- 
four per cent of the prefab population came from towns above 10,000. 
There were no great differences between the four types of housing and 
their relationship to towns above 10,000. Nor was there much differ­
ence between the other three categories of population and size of 
ranch or farm. Similarly the males and females were very close in 
their total row responses. Much of the entire sample was evenly dis­
tributed throu^out the six groupings with no real clustering into 
any one area.
Relationship of Gradepoint Average to Marital Adjustment
Under this question none of the seven groups were found to be
significant at an acceptable level. Therefore, the null hypothesis
was not rejected for any of the seven groupings. It reads as follows:
The overall gradepoint of the married stu­
dent is not related to marital adjustment.
The data of the entire sample illustrated in Table 24 revealed
that the cell frequencies for each row between the unadjusted and the
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33"
CD
CD■DOQ.CaO3"OO
CDQ.
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C/)
C/)
Less than 2,00
2 .0 0 -2 .4 9
2 .50 -2 .99
3 .0 0 -3 .4 9
3 .5 0 -3 .9 9  
Never en ro lled  
TOTALS
TABLE 24
RELATIONSHIP OF GRADEPOINT AVERAGE TO MARITAL ADJUSTMENT 
X‘ s STRIPS PREFABS OFF CAMPUS
2 1 0 3 1 0 0 1 1 3 0 4 0 2 1 3
8 13 14 35 10 16 6 32 3 5 6 14 6 15 9 30
5 6 7 18 6 8 10 24 3 3 2 8 10 12 10 32
6 9 6 21 1 5 5 11 3 4 1 8 3 7 2 12
3 4 1 8 0 3 0 3 1 0 1 2 0 4 6 10
4 6 5 15 8 12 9 29 0 5 3 8 4 3 4 13
28 39 33 100 26 44 30 100 11 20 13 44 23 45 32 100
,85
FEMALES
.25
MALES
P = .50
ENTIRE SAMPLE
P « ,50
UA A WA T o ta l UA A WA To ta l UA A WA To ta l
Less than 2,00 2 0 0 2 0 4 5 9 2 6 3 11
2 .0 0 -2 .4 9 7 19 9 35 19 35 22 76 36 36 39 111
2 .5 0 -2 .9 9 9 16 12 37 18 13 14 45 29 22 31 82
3 .0 0 -3 .4 9 4 10 8 22 6 17 7 30 14 20 18 52
3 .5 0 -3 .9 9 1 8 2 11 1 6 5 12 6 7 10 23
Never en ro lled 18 34 13 65 0 0 0 0 24 15 26 65
TOTALS 41 87 44 172 44 75 53 172 111 106 127 344
P e .40 P - .11 P * .70
I
00
1
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well-adjusted columns were very similar to one another. In every case 
a well-adjusted cell frequency for each row was higher by only a few 
points than the unadjusted cell frequency for the same row. A general 
pattern existed among the males and females that would substantiate 
earlier studies in this area that do not related higher gradepoint aver­
ages among married students with higher scores on marital adjustment 
schedules
Taking the four types of housing investigated and grouping the 
first three gradepoint groupings, that is, less than 2,00 gradepoint 
averages up to 2,99 gradepoint average in each of the four housing 
areas, it was found that 75% of those respondents living off carpus,
72% of those respondents in the prefabs, 66% of those respondents in 
the X*s and 80% of those respondents in the strips, fell into this 
category. These data revealed a larger proportion of respondents liv­
ing in the X*s had a gradepoint above 2.99. The strip résidants had 
the lowest overall gradepoint totals. Eighty per cent had gradepoint 
averages 2.99 to below 2,00, The gradepoint average was, therefore, 
not found to be significantly related to marital adjustment.
Relationship of the Amount of Rent Paid to Marital Adjustment
This question relating the amount of rent paid per month to mari­
tal adjustment revealed that the Chi-square test of significance was 
acceptable for the entire sample and for the off-campus respondents.
49. Clark, pp_8_ cit., p. 46.
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TABLE 25
RELATIONSHIP OF THE AMOHNT OF RENT PAID TO MARITAL ADJUSTMENT 
X*s STRIPS PREFABS OFF CAMPUS
5 UA A WA T o ta l UA A WA T o ta l UA A WA T o ta l UA A WA T o ta l
8 Less than $30 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 3 0 4
$30-44 0 0 0 0 16 27 24 67 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
CQ
3" $45-59 0 0 0 0 9 16 5 30 1 4 1 6 4 13 7 24
S $60-74 1 1 3 5 0 1 1 2 5 11 8 24 3 12 11 26
3
CD $75-89 24 31 28 83 0 0 0 0 4 4 4 12 9 8 3 20
T| $90-104 3 7 2 12 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 2 2 4 3 9
C
3- $105+ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 2 6
CD None 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 6 11
CD"O TOTALS 28 39 33 100 26 44 30 100 11 20 13 44 23 45 32 100
OQ.C
ao3
P » ,40 P a ,30 P a .75 P a .05
"Oo3"
CT
1—HCD
FEMALES MALES ENTIRE SAMPLE
Q.
$  
1—H UA A WA To ta l UA A WA Tota l UA A WA To ta l3"
Oc Less than $30 1 1 0 2 2 1 0 3 4 1 0 5
■O $30-44 11 14 11 36 8 16 7 31 29 15 23 67
3 $45-59 10 15 3 28 10 15 7 32 24 21 15 60
C/)C/) $60-74 2 20 6 28 4 9 16 29 9 20 28 57o3 $75-89 12 27 19 58 16 24 17 57 35 35 45 115
$90-104 3 6 2 11 2 7 3 12 5 10 8 23
$105+ 2 0 1 3 2 0 1 3 4 0 2 6
None 0 4 2 6 0 3 2 5 1 4 6 11
TOTALS 41 87 44 172 44 75 53 172 111 106 127 344
P a .13 P a .13 P a .01
I0001
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The entire sample’s significance level, as seen in Table 25, was .01
and the significance level for the off-campus respondents was .05.
The null hypothesis states:
The amount of rent paid by the couple 
is not related to marital adjustment.
The null hypothesis was rejected for these two groupings, but was 
not rejected for the other five breakdowns.
Probably the most interesting aspect of the data in Table 25 con­
cerns the entire sample* Those respondents paying less than §30 and 
up to §59 a month, had a greater per cent of their responses in the 
unadjusted column than in the well-adjusted column. The situation was 
reversed with those respondents paying §60 or more per month in rent.
The greater per cent of these respondents fell into the well-adjusted 
columns rather than the unadjusted columns.
Re lationship of Length of Time in the Apartment or House to Marital 
Ad iustment
It was found for this question that only male responses were at
the acceptable significance level of .05 for the Chi-square test. The
null hypothesis states:
The length of residence in the particular 
apartment or house is not related to mari­
tal adjustment.
Therefore, this was rejected for the males and was not rejected for 
the other six groupings. Somewhat of a general trend for this question 
was that the longer the respondents had been living in a particular unit 
the greater per cent of their responses seemed to fall into the unadjusted 
column rather than the well-adjusted column.
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Just moved in  
One qu arter  
Two quarters  
Three quarters  
One-two years 
More than 2 years 
TOTALS
Ju st moved in  
One quarter  
Two quarters  
Three quarters  
One-two years 
More than 2 years 
TOTALS
TABLE 26
RELATIONSHIP OF LENGTH OF TIME IN  THE APARTMENT TO MARITAL ADJUSTMENT 
X*s STRIPS PREFABS OFF CAMPUS
0 0 0 0 2 3 3 8 1 1 2 4 1 4 2 7
2 4 7 13 2 4 2 8 2 1 0 3 3 7 3 13
6 10 12 28 1 9 3 13 1 3 3 7 4 12 5 21
5 8 4 17 9 13 14 36 3 6 3 12 9 11 11 31
11 10 6 27 8 9 7 24 4 7 4 15 5 10 8 23
4 7 4 15 4 6 1 11 0 2 1 3 1 1 3 5
28 39 33 100 26 44 30 100 11 20 13 44 23 45 32 100
.50
FEMALES
P =» .60
MALES
P a .80
ENTIRE SAMPLE
P « .85
UA A WA T o ta l UA A WA T o ta l UA A WA T o ta l
4 3 3 10 0 5 4 9 5 7 7 19
1 10 6 17 6 10 4 20 13 11 13 37
6 18 11 35 4 18 12 34 19 23 27 69
12 25 10 47 16 16 17 49 31 29 36 96
11 26 8 45 16 14 14 44 32 22 35 89
7 5 6 18 2 12 2 16 11 14 9 34
41 87 44 172 44 75 53 172 111 106 127 344
P a .25 P a .05 P a .85
I00
I
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Summary Comment s
Out of the 112 Chi-square tests run on the 16 null hypotheses for­
mulated for each of the seven groupings, 17 were significant at the .10 
level or less. This represents 15% of the total 16 null hypotheses in 
relationship to the seven groupings. There were only 9 questions 
significant at the .05 level or less which represents 8% of the total 
number of Chi-squares run. This does not represent very many of the 
16 null hypotheses being accepted for the seven possible groupings. 
Running any 112 Chi-square tests randomly chosen, it could be expected 
that twelve of these Chi-square tests would be significant at the ,10 
level or less if only chance accounted for the results.
It was found that 11 of the 16 null hypotheses were rejected for 
at least one of the seven groups for marital adjustment. The entire 
sanç»le*s data only had four of the null hypotheses rejected. These 
data would tend to generally show some relationship among such vari­
ables as sex, age, number of children, etcetera and marital adjust­
ment.
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CHI-SQUARE ANALYSIS OF DATA CONTINUED 
(HOUSING SATISFACTION)
Introduction
It should be noted that the row totals for each of the 16 null 
hypotheses under housing satisfaction are the same row totals as 
existed in the chapter on marital adjustment. The only difference 
being that the cell frequencies for each of the groupings differ for 
each of the three breakdowns of the well-satisfied, satisfied and 
unsatisfied.
Relationship of Age to Housing Satisfaction
Table 27 reveals that none of the seven groupings for the ques­
tion relating age to housing satisfaction was significant at an accept­
able level. The null hypothesis for this question was, therefore, not 
rejected. The null hypothesis reads as follows:
Age is not related to housing satisfac­
tion.
In Table 27 for the entire sample, the trend appeared that as one
becomes older the chances of falling into the unsatisfied grouping in
housing was more likely. This trend was present in the four types of
housing except among the strips where the data revealed somewhat of a
confused pattern. It was found that more males, 24 responses in the 
over 30 age category, fell into the unsatisfied column where this 
represented 46% of the total number of responses for this row. The 
females had 45% of their responses for the over 30 age category in the 
unsatisfied column. In general no real pattern emerged in this question.
-84-
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■DCD RELATIONSHIP OF AGE TO HOUSING SATISFACTION
C/)C/)
X*s STRIPS PREFABS OFF CAMPUS
8
ci'
33"
CD
CD■DOQ.CaO3"OO
CDQ.
■DCD
C/)
C/)
Under 18
18-19.9
20-21 .9
22-23 .9
24-25 .9
26-27 .9
28-29 .9
Over 30
TOTALS
WS s US T o ta l WS S US T o ta l WS S US T o ta l WS S US T o ta l
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 0
2 1 0 3 3 4 0 7 2 2 0 4 1 2 1 4
14 8 4 26 6 8 5 19 3 5 1 9 13 13 6 32
11 8 6 25 9 10 7 26 3 5 4 12 10 6 6 22
6 6 3 15 6 4 9 19 4 2 1 7 9 5 5 19
5 4 4 13 5 3 6 15 2 1 1 4 3 2 4 9
3 1 2 6 2 1 3 6 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 3
1 3 8 12 2 4 2 8 1 1 3 5 3 4 4 11
42 31 27 100 34 34 32 100 15 18 11 44 40 33 27 100
P a .22
FEMAIES
P s  ,60
MALES
P ® ,40
ENTIRE SAMPLE
P = .96
WS S US To ta l WS S US To ta l WS S US To ta l
Under 18 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2
18-19 .9 6 7 3 16 0 2 0 2 6 8 4 18
20-21 ,9 22 18 11 51 15 12 8 35 37 29 20 86
22-23 .9 14 16 10 40 18 15 12 45 34 29 22 85
24-25 .9 10 10 7 27 11 14 8 33 23 22 15 60
26-27 .9 7 6 7 20 7 9 5 21 14 15 12 41
28-29 .9 1 0 4 5 4 4 3 11 5 5 6 16
Over 30 3 3 5 11 7 6 11 24 10 8 18 36
TOTALS 63 62 47 172 62 62 48 172 129 117 98 344
P a .25 P 3 .67 p a .48
100Ln
t
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bat it seemed as if the older the respondents were, the more apt they 
were to be in the unsatisfied column.
Relationship of Length of Marriage to Housing Satisfaction
Three out of the seven groupings were significant at the .05
level or less for this question. Both the females and the entire
sample were significant at the .01 level; while the males were signi-
fleant at the .05 level. The same general pattern existed throughout
this question as shown in Table 28 which relates the length of the
couples' marriage to housing satisfaction. Here it was found that
the longer a couple was married the tendency was for their responses
to fall into the unsatisfied column. For example, out of a possible
30 respondents in the category married more than eight years, it was
found that 60% of the responses fell into the unsatisfied grouping*
This same pattern was obvious from Table 28 among the males and the
females. There were 15 responses for each of the sexes for this age
category. Both the males and females, 60%, fell into the unsatisfied
column. This same trend also existed in the four types of housing
with a higher percentage of the responses falling into the unsatisfied
column among those over 30 years of age and also among a few of the
other age groupings. The null hypothesis states:
Length of marriage is not related to 
housing satisfaction.
The null hypothesis was rejected for males, females and the entire
sample, while it was not rejected for the four housing types.
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C/)C/) EEIATIOUSHIP OF I£KGTH CF MARRIAGE TO HOUSING SATISFACTION
X*s STRIPS PREFABS OFF CAMPUS
8
c5'
33"
CD
CD■oOQ.Cao3"Oo
CDQ.
13CD
C/)(/)
Less than 1 year
1 -1 .9  years
2 -3 .9  years  
4 -5 .9  years 
6 -7 .9  years  
More than 8 years  
TOTALS
Less than 1 year
1 -1 .9  years
2 -3 .9  years 
4 -5 .9  years 
6 -7 .9  years 
More than 8 years 
TOTALS
4 7 3 14 4 6 2 12 4 10 2 16 15 11 8 34
3 2 4 9 9 7 6 22 4 1 3 8 12 13 7 32
23 11 9 43 7 8 2 17 4 5 1 10 6 5 5 16
5 8 6 19 10 5 13 28 2 1 2 5 4 2 3 11
4 2 1 7 3 3 3 9 1 0 0 1 2 0 1 3
3 1 4 8 1 5 6 12 0 1 3 4 1 2 3 6
42 31 27 100 34 34 32 100 15 18 11 44 40 33 27 100
P = .30
FEMALES
P a .22
MALES
P « .12
ENTIRE SAMPLE
P = .85
WS S US T o ta l WS S US T o ta l WS S US T o ta l
13 16 8 37 13 21 5 39 28 33 15 76
12 13 12 37 13 10 11 34 26 21 24 71
23 16 4 43 19 13 11 43 43 29 14 86
7 10 11 28 10 13 10 33 17 23 21 61
3 6 3 12 5 1 2 8 8 6 6 20
5 1 9 15 2 4 9 15 7 5 18 30
63 62 47 172 62 62 48 172 129 117 98 344
P = .01 P « .05 P « .01
I00
I
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Relationship of Sex to Housing Satisfaction
The data in Table 29 revealed that not one of the five groupings 
omitting the males and females because of only male or female res­
ponses respectively for each was found significant at an acceptable 
level* In fact, most of the significance levels were relatively high 
with none being below .68 and ranging up to ,95 for the X's. The 
null hypothesis states;
Sex is not related to housing satis­
faction.
The null hypothesis was not rejected for any of the five group­
ings, The only group of the four types of housing to have more res­
ponses in the unsatisfied column than in the satisfied column was for 
the female respondents from the strips were it was found that 16 
respondents fell into the unsatisfied column while 15 fell into the 
satisfied column. This difference is not very great and no definite 
conclusions can be drawn from it.
Relationship of the Humber of Children to Housing Satisfaction
The null hypothesis for this analysis is stated as follows:
The number of children is not related 
to housing satisfaction.•
The null hypothesis was rejected for four out of the seven group­
ings. All four groupings were significant at the ,05 level or less. 
These groupings were the prefabs, the males, the females and the entire
sample as shown in Table 30, A very obvious trend existed in the data.
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RELATIONSHIP OF THE NUMBER OF CHILDREN TO HOUSING SATISFACTION
8
CQ'
33"
CD
CD■DOQ.Cao
Hone
One
Two
Three
Four
Five or more 
TOTALS
X'l STRIPS PREFABS OFF CAMPUS
8 11 7 26 4 4 2 10 5 11 6 22 27 19 12 58
21 12 9 42 17 10 11 38 7 5 0 12 8 10 9 27
11 6 5 22 7 13 8 28 2 0 0 2 2 3 4 9
2 1 3 6 5 5 6 16 1 2 5 8 3 1 2 6
0 0 0 0 1 2 5 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 3 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
41 31 27 100 34 34 32 100 15 18 11 44 40 33 27 100
P = .25 .40 P = .02 P « .54
■DO
CDQ.
■DCD
C/)
C/)
FEMALES MALES ENTIRE SAMPLE
WS S US Tota l WS S US To ta l WS S US To ta l
None 25 20 13 58 20 29 9 58 48 44 24 116
One 22 26 9 57 28 16 18 62 51 40 28 119
Two 10 12 11 33 8 13 7 28 18 25 18 61
Three 5 4 9 18 5 4 9 18 10 8 18 36
Four 1 0 3 4 0 0 4 4 1 0 7 a
Five or more 0 0 2 2 1 0 1 2 1 0 3 4
TOTALS 63 62 47 172 62 62 48 172 129 117 98 344
P a .05 P a .01 p a .01
t
VO01
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For those couples having no children or one child, more responses fell 
into the well-satisfied group than in the unsatisfied group. This is 
the same phenomenon that existed in the corresponding analysis for 
this question in the previous chapter. For example, with those cou­
ples having no children, 48 responses fell into the we 11-satisfied 
group, while only 24 responses fell into the unsatisfied group. Pro­
gressing down the column it was found that the responses with those 
couples having two children, they had responses in both the well- 
satisfied and the unsatisfied groupings. The next group with three 
children showed 18 responses in the unsatisfied column with only ten 
in the well-satisfied column.
Viewing the data from the point of view of the four types of hous­
ing investigated, it was found that this same pattern existed. For 
exançle, in the X*s there were four responses, or two couples, \dio had 
five or more children. Three of these four responses fell into the 
unsatisfied column with one in the satisfied and none in the well- 
satisfied column on housing satisfaction. This same pattern existed 
for the couples with four children living in the strips. It was found 
that of the four couples %ho had four children, five of the responses 
fell into the unsatisfied column.
Relationship of Number of Credits to Housing Satisfaction
None of the seven groups for this question were significant for
the Chi-square test at a significant level. The null hypothesis states:
The credit load of a student is not 
related to housing satisfaction.
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TABLE 31
RELATIONSHIP OF NUMBER OF CREDITS TO HOUSING SATISFACTION 
X 's  STRIPS PREFABS OFF CAMPUS
WS S US T o ta l WS S US T o ta l WS S US To ta l WS S US T o ta l
CQ
3" Not en ro lled 20 17 11 48 18 22 15 55 6 8 5 19 17 18 15 50
S Less than 7 c red its 1 0 1 2 0 0 2 2 2 1 1 4 1 0 1 2
3
CD 7 -9 ,9  c re d its 1 2 3 6 3 2 1 6 0 3 1 4 1 2 2 5
T| 10-13 ,9  c red its 9 4 6 19 5 4 7 16 1 3 3 7 10 4 3 17
C3- 14 -17 .9  c re d its 10 8 6 24 7 5 6 18 4 1 1 6 8 8 3 19
CD 18+ c re d its 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 3 2 2 0 4 3 1 3 7
CD
"O TOTALS 42 31 27 100 34 34 32 100 15 18 11 44 40 33 27 100OQ.C
ao3
P a  .80 P a .68 P a .50 P a .60
"Oo3"
CT
1—HCD
FEMALES MALES ENTIRE SAMPLE
Q.
$ 
1—H WS S US T o ta l WS S US Total WS S US To ta l3"O Not en ro lled 53 57 42 152 7 8 5 20 60 62 50 172
■o Less than 7 c red its 3 1 1 5 1 1 3 5 4 2 4 10
3 7 -9 .9  c re d its 0 1 1 2 3 11 5 19 4 11 6 21(/)'(/) 10 -13 .9  c re d its 4 2 0 6 19 15 19 53 24 16 19 59o3 14-17 .9  c red its 2 0 2 4 26 22 15 63 30 21 16 67
18+ c re d its 1 1 1 3 6 5 1 12 7 5 3 15
TOTALS 63 62 47 172 62 62 48 172 129 117 98 344
P = .78 P = .28 P = .55
1\ofO
I
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This was not rejected for any of the seven groupings. The more 
credits a respondent carried did not necessarily mean he fell into 
the unsatisfied column. In fact, a slightly opposite pattern was 
observed. The entire sample showed that of those respondents saying 
they were carrying 14-17.9 credits, it was found that 30 responses 
out of a possible 67 fell into the well satisfied grouping with only 
16 responses falling into the unsatisfied grouping.
Relationship of the Number of Years of Education to Housing Satisfac­
tion
The only group to be significant at an acceptable level for the
Chi-square test was the female group with the significant level
being .01, The null hypothesis states:
The level of education is not related 
to housing satisfaction.
This was rejected only for the females and was not rejected for 
the other six groupings. Taking the entire sample, there were only 
two groupings among years of school completed which had more responses 
in the unsatisfied column than in the satisfied column. These two 
groupings were those with no high school diploma, having five res­
ponses out of a total of 14 in the unsatisfied grouping with only two 
in the we11-satisfied grouping and the group with 1^1,9 years of 
college having 21 responses in the unsatisfied group and 16 in the 
we11-satisfied group.
There was no definite trend among the seven groupings for this 
question.
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TABIE 32
REIATIOHSHÏP OF THE HUMBER OF YEARS OF EDUCATION TO HOUSING SATISFACTION 
X*s STRIPS PREFABS OFF CAMPUS
8
CQ'
WS S US T o ta l WS S US T o ta l WS S US T o ta l WS S US T o ta l
33"
CD
CD■DOQ.Cao3"Oo
CDQ.
■DCD
C/)
C/)
No H .S . diploma 
Coupleted H .S , 
Less than 1 y r.co ]
1 -1 .9  y rs . c o l l .
2 -3 .9  y rs . c o l l .  
B achelor's Degree 
Graduate work 
TOTALS
No H .S . diploma 
Completed H.S.
Less than 1 y r .c o l
1 -1 .9  y rs . c o l l .
2 -3 .9  y rs . c o l l .  
Bachelor's Degree 
Graduate work 
TOTALS
P «3 .50
FEMALES
P s .75
MALES
P ^ .50
ENTIRE SAMPLE
WS S US T o ta l WS S US To ta l WS S US To ta l
2 8 4 14 0 0 0 0 2 7 5 14
20 8 17 45 0 1 2 3 20 9 19 48
0 7 2 9 4 1 1 6 5 7 3 15
10 17 10 37 6 5 8 19 16 20 20 56
17 15 6 38 29 33 20 82 47 46 27 120
10 6 5 21 9 13 9 31 21 17 14 52
4 1 3 8 14 9 8 31 18 11 10 39
63 62 47 172 62 62 48 172 129 117 98 344
P « .75
0 1 0 1 5 2 3 10 0 2 0 2 0 0 1 1
9 3 4 16 4 9 4 17 3 2 1 6 3 3 3 9
1 0 1 2 3 2 3 8 1 1 0 2 0 2 1 3
7 6 6 19 3 3 7 13 2 5 2 9 5 4 6 15
16 11 9 36 12 10 9 31 4 5 3 12 18 14 9 41
4 5 0 9 6 7 6 19 4 3 2 9 6 6 3 16
5 5 7 17 1 1 0 2 1 0 3 4 8 4 4 16
42 31 27 100 34 34 32 100 15 18 11 44 40 33 27 100
P = .01 .60 P ^ .18
•“95“
Relatlonship of the Economic Status of the Couples * Parents to Housing 
Satisfaction
This question, dealing with the economic status of the couples' 
parents, was found to be conditionally significant for the entire 
sample at the .06 level.
The null hypothesis for this question is as follows:
The economic status of the parents is 
not related to housing satisfaction.
The null hypothesis was rejected for the entire sample, but was 
not rejected for the other six groupings. The data from Table 33 
revealed that there was some tendency for those respondents who saw 
their parents economic condition as meager or poor to fall into the 
unsatisfied column on housing satisfaction. The reverse was true 
for those vdio saw their parents as well-to-do. Twenty-four res­
ponses out of 47, or 51%, fell into the satisfied column.
This was the contrary to the. expectation. It had been assumed 
that those individuals coming frô n an economic situation that was 
somewhat more substantial would have had more satisfactory housing 
conditions than those individuals who saw their parents as meager 
or poor. Instead of more of the well-to-do feeling the facilities 
they lived in at the time of the study were unsatisfactory, the oppo­
site was true. Instead more of the meager or poor responses fell 
into the unsatisfied group than the well-satisfied grouping.
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Very wealthy
Wealthy
W e ll-to -d o
Comfortable
Meager
Poor
TOTALS
Very wealthy
Wealthy
W e ll-to -d o
Comfortable
Meager
Poor
TOTALS
TABI£ 33
RELATIONSHIP OF THE ECONOMIC STATUS OF THE COUPLES' PARENTS TO HOUSING SATISFACTION 
X 's STRIPS PREFABS OFF CAMPUS
WS S US T o ta l WS S US T o ta l WS S US T o ta l WS S US T o ta l
1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 2 1 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 I 3
6 3 4 13 6 2 3 11 4 0 1 5 10 4 4 18
30 24 18 72 26 29 21 76 9 17 9 35 27 25 21 73
4 2 4 10 2 3 6 11 2 1 1 4 3 2 1 6
0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
42 31 27 100 34 34 32 100 15 18 11 44 40 33 27 100
P « .88
FEMALES
.12
MALES
P = .15
ENTIRE SAMPLE
P a .60
WS S US T o ta l WS S US To ta l WS S US Tota l
1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
0 2 0 2 1 3 1 5 1 5 1 7
13 6 4 25 9 9 4 22 24 14 9 47
43 50 37 130 47 45 34 126 93 90 73 256
4 4 5 13 5 5 8 18 10 8 13 31
0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 2 2
63 62 47 172 62 62 48 172 129 117 98 344
P a .13 P a .48 P a .06
I
er»I
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Relatlonship of the NuTtiber of Residences Since Marriage to Housing 
Satisfaction
It was found that of the seven groupings listed in Table 34, four 
were significant at an acceptable level. Two of these, the prefabs 
and the entire sample were acceptable on a conditional basis because
the significance level fell between .10 and .05. The other two
groupings, the males and the off-campus, fell into the acceptable level 
of ,05 or less. The null hypothesis was, therefore, rejected for 
these four groupings of the prefabs, off caitçus, females and the
entire sample, while it was not rejected for the other three group­
ings. The null hypothesis reads as follows:
The number of residences of a family is 
not related to housing satisfaction.
From the entire sample those respondents moving six or more times 
are the only ones with a higher percentage of responses in the unsatis­
fied column than any of the other two columns. This particular 
phenomenon held true in six of seven groupings. The X*s were the only 
exception. This would tend to support certain findings presented in 
the previous chapter. The more mobile a family, the more family dis­
organization is observed - as measured by dissatisfaction with housing 
or marriage.
Relationship of Religion to Housing Satisfaction
None of the seven groupings were significant at an acceptable
level, so the null hypothesis was not rejected for any of them. The
null hypothesis reads as follows:
The religious background of the family 
is not related to housing satisfaction.
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One
Two
Three
Four
Five
S ix  or more 
TOTALS
TABLE 34
RELATIONSHIP OF THE NUMBER OF RESIDENCES SINCE MARRIAGE TO HOUSING SATISFACTION 
X 's STRIPS PREFABS OFF CAMPUS
1 4 4 9 3 5 3 11 2 4 3 9 15 6 9 30
6 6 7 19 3 1 4 8 4 7 2 13 7 10 3 20
9 4 6 19 7 8 3 13 6 2 0 8 4 6 5 15
8 3 1 12 7 6 3 16 3 4 3 10 6 8 3 17
6 8 2 16 4 5 3 12 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 6
12 6 7 25 10 9 16 35 0 1 3 4 2 3 7 12
42 31 27 100 34 34 32 100 15 18 11 44 40 33 27 100
.23
FEMALES
.52
MALES
P a  .08
ENTIRE SAMPLE
P = .01
WS S US To ta l WS S US Tota l WS S US Tota l
One 9 11 8 28 10 16 5 31 20 24 15 59
Two 10 17 5 32 10 10 8 28 21 26 13 60
Three 12 11 6 29 13 7 11 31 25 18 17 60
Four 10 9 7 26 12 10 7 29 24 17 14 55
Five 12 3 4 19 6 6 3 15 18 9 7 34
Six  or more 10 11 17 38 11 13 14 38 21 23 32 76
TOTALS 63 62 47 172 62 62 48 172 129 117 98 344
P =» .05 P =» .68 P a .09
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Relationship of Monthly Income to Housing Satisfaction
For this question it was found that four of the seven groupings
were significant at an acceptable level. Three of the four; females,
the prefabs and the entire sauple were significant at the .05 level
or less. The off-campus responses were significant at the .08 level.
The null hypothesis is stated as follows:
The monthly income of the couple is not 
related to housing satisfaction.
The null hypothesis was, therefore, rejected for the four group­
ings. It was not rejected for the remaining three groupings - the 
X's, the strips and the males.
Something of a general pattern emerged in the data listed in 
Table 36. Those respondents earning less than $200 a month up to 
$349 a month seem to have more responses in the well-satisfied group­
ings rather than in the unsatisfied grouping. The next group, earn­
ing between $350 and $399 a month, reverse this trend. More of these 
responses were in the unsatisfied column. Thirty per cent of the res­
ponses in the well-satisfied group came from those earning less than 
$200 per month and 42% of the responses in the well-satisfied group 
were in the $200-249 per month category. For the $400-449 per month 
income category the trend again reversed. More responses, 48%, were 
in the we 11-satisfied group. This trend was not universal, but it 
was generally true of the rest of the sample. From the data gathered 
in this sample, it appeared that marital adjustment scores and hous­
ing satisfaction scores were related to the phenomenon that those
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TABIE 36
REIATM SHIP OF MONTHLY INCOÎE TO HOUSING SATISFACTION 
X 's STRIPS PREFABS OFF CAMPUS
3CD
8
WS s US T o ta l WS S US T o ta l WS S US Tota l WS S US T o ta l
Less than $200 8 9 7 24 10 8 3 21 10 10 0 20 1 10 6 17
$200-249 15 4 2 21 10 7 10 27 4 1 1 6 4 2 2 8
CQ3" $250-299 5 5 0 10 2 4 4 10 1 4 1 6 5 8 8 21
i $300-349 4 2 6 12 1 4 4 9 0 0 2 2 16 5 3 243CD $350-399 2 3 3 8 5 5 5 15 0 3 1 4 ^ 2 2 2 6
T| $400-449 4 4 5 13 3 5 0 8 0 0 0 0 7 3 2 12C3- $450-499 2 1 0 3 3 0 4 7 0 0 2 2 2 1 1 4
CD $500+ 2 3 4 9 0 1 2 3 0 0 4 4 3 2 3 8
CD"O TOXALS 42 31 27 100 34 34 32 100 15 18 11 44 40 33 27 100
OQ.C
a
o3
P = .12 P a .25 P ^ .01 P S3 .08
■D
O3"
CT1—HCD
FEMALES MALES ENTIRE SAMPLE
Q.
g WS S US T o ta l WS S US T o ta l WS S US To ta l
3"O Less than $200 10 23 7 40 15 19 8 42 25 40 17 82
■o $200-249 13 8 11 32 12 8 10 30 26 14 22 62CD
3 $250-299 10 10 4 24 7 11 5 23 18 19 10 47(/>'C/) $300-349 13 5 7 25 10 7 5 22 24 12 11 47
o3 $350-399 3 4 9 16 5 6 6 17 8 10 15 33
$400-449 8 7 1 16 7 5 5 17 16 11 6 33
$450^499 1 3 3 7 4 2 3 9 5 5 6 16
$500+ 5 2 5 12 2 4 6 12 7 6 11 24
TOTALS 63 62 47 172 62 62 48 172 129 117 98 344
P  m .02 P ® .74 P s .02
«H*o
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earning less Income per month tended to have more of their responses in 
the well-adjusted or well-satisfied grouping. Those respondents earn­
ing usually $350 or more per month had more of their responses in the 
unadjusted or unsatisfied columns on the two scales used. Earning
larger amounts of money could account for some of the difference in the 
attitudes toward the housing the respondents were living in with the 
occupants being somewhat perturbed at the facilities they were using 
as they possibly could afford something somewhat better.
Relationship of Borrowing Money to Housing Sat is fact ion
It was found under this question that three of the seven group­
ings were at an acceptable significance level. They were; the strips, 
the males and the entire sample. The strips and the entire sample 
were significant at the .05 level or less and the null hypothesis was 
rejected for both of these groupings. The other group was significant 
at the ,08 level and the null hypothesis was rejected on a conditional 
basis. The null hypothesis for this question reads as follows:
Borrowing money is not related to 
housing satisfaction.
Forty-seven per cent of the entire sample stated that they had 
not borrowed any money since September of 1963, Table 37 shows 
that 60 responses of the total of 152 fell into the well-satisfied 
group with 40 falling into the unsatisfied group. It was interest­
ing to note that those people who borrowed less than $100 since 
September of 1963 had 57% of the total row responses in the satisfied 
column. Those ^ o  borrowed $100 to $449 reversed this fluccuation
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■DCD FEIATIOHSHIP OF BORROITING MONEY TO HOUSING SATISFACTION
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X*s STRIPS PREFABS OFF CAMPUS
3
CD
8
WS s us T o ta l WS s US T o ta l WS 8 US T o ta l WS S US T o ta l
Less than $100 7 2 1 10 4 6 2 12 0 1 0 1 8 5 1 14
“5. $100-499 11 8 9 28 1 8 10 19 3 3 3 9 6 8 9 23
CQ3" $500-899 2 1 3 6 8 1 1 10 5 2 1 8 2 1 0 3
i $900-1,299 2 3 3 8 2 3 1 6 0 0 2 2 1 2 3 6
3
CD $1 ,300-1 ,699 2 1 1 4 1 0 2 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 2
"n $1 ,700-2 ,099 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 4 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2c3. $2,100+ 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
CD None 18 14 10 42 17 14 15 46 7 12 5 24 20 17 13 50
CD
"O TOTALS 42 31 27 100 34 34 32 100 15 18 11 44 40 33 27 100
OQ.C
a
o3
P a .50 P a .05 P a .18 P a .38
"O
o3"
CT
1—HCD
FEMALES MALES ENTIRE SAMPLE
Q.
$ 
1—H WS S us T o ta l WS S US T o ta l WS S US T o ta l -3"
O Less than $100 9 4 4 17 11 6 3 20 21 8 8 37
■o $100-499 13 11 15 39 12 11 17 40 26 20 33 79CD
3 $500-899 6 6 3 15 4 6 2 12 10 11 6 27(/>'(/) $900-1,299 2 4 5 11 2 7 2 11 4 12 6 22o3 $1,300-1 ,699 0 4 1 5 3 0 1 4 3 4 2 9
$1 ,700-2 ,099 1 0 1 2 2 0 2 4 3 0 3 6
$2,100+ 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 2 0 0 2
None 31 33 18 82 27 32 21 80 60 62 40 162
TOTALS 63 62 47 172 62 62 48 172 129 117 98 344
P a .30 P a .08 P a .02
i
sU>
t
"•104”
with 42% of the total row responses in the unsatisfied group. Thirty- 
three per cent of the total row responses fell into the well- 
satisfied grouping. The remaining five row possibilities who borrowed 
money had very few respondents in them. These groupings were some­
what consistent with their cell frequencies being evenly balanced 
between the satisfied and the unsatisfied groups.
The pattern that existed in the group borrowing $100-499 was also 
prevalent among the four types of housing, especially among the strips 
where it was found that of the 19 respondents borrowing between $100 
and $499 since September of 1963, 53% fell into the unsatisfied 
column.
Viewing the four types of housing investigated it was found that 
58% of the respondents living in the X*s had borrowed money since 
September of 1963. This was the highest per cent of all four units. 
The strips were next with 54% and the off-campus apartments were next 
to last with 50%. The prefabs had the lowest per cent of borrowing 
with 46% since September of 1963.
From Table 37 it appeared that borrowing between $100 and $499 
in a school year to have been related to unsatisfaction in housing.
Relationship of Financial HeIp From Parents to Housing Satisfaction 
The respondents in the strips and the females for this question 
relating financial help from parents to housing satisfaction were the 
only two groups at an acceptable significance level. The Chi-square 
test had a significance level of ,01 for the strips, lÆile the female 
significance level was ,07,
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TABIE 38
RELATIONSHIP OF FINANCIAL HELP FROM PARENTS TO HOUSING SATISFACTION
X*i STRIPS PREFABS OFF CAMPUS
8 WS S US T o ta l WS S US T o ta l WS S US Tota l WS S US T o ta l
■D Less than $100 9 5 4 18 5 5 7 17 2 0 1 3 11 5 3 19
CQ3" $100-299 4 3 3 10 3 5 1 9 4 5 1 10 2 2 3 7
i $300-499 6 7 2 15 10 3 1 14 1 1 3 5 0 6 3 9
3
CD $500-699 2 1 0 3 0 2 0 2 2 1 0 3 0 1 0 1
"n $700-899 1 1 2 4 5 2 0 7 1 1 0 2 1 0 3 4c3. $900+ 4 3 3 10 0 2 2 4 1 2 0 3 4 2 2 8
CD None 16 11 13 40 11 15 21 47 4 8 6 18 22 17 13 52
CD"O TOTALS 42 31 27 100 34 34 32 100 15 18 11 44 40 33 27 100
OQ.C
ao3
P = .93 P a .01 p a .50 P a .13
O3"
CT
1—HCD
FEMALES MALES ENTIRE SAMPLE
Q.
$ 
1—H WS S US To ta l WS S US Tota l WS S US Tota l3"
O Less than $100 11 9 7 27 15 9 6 30 27 16 14 57
■o $100-299 6 9 2 17 7 7 5 19 13 14 9 36
3 $300-499 6 13 3 22 6 10 5 21 12 23 8 43
(/)'(/) $500-699 2 0 1 3 2 3 1 6 4 3 2 9o3 $700-899 1 4 4 9 3 4 1 8 4 7 6 17
$900+ 4 6 2 12 6 2 5 13 10 9 6 25
None 33 21 28 82 23 27 25 75 59 45 53 157
TOTALS 63 62 47 172 62 62 48 172 129 117 98 344
P « .07 P a .75 P a .25
t1-*aI
* * 1 0 6 “
The null hypothesis states:
Financial assistance from parents is 
not related to housing satisfaction»
This was rejected for the responses from the strips, while for 
the female group the null hypothesis was rejected conditionally as 
the significance level was between .10 and ,05,
From Table 38 we see that 46% of the entire sample responded 
that they had not received any financial help from either set of 
parents since September of 1963. It was interesting to note that 
along the same line, 52% of those respondents living in the off- 
campus apartments responded as not having received any financial 
assistance from their parents in the same time period. Forty-seven 
per cent of those in the strips had not received financial assist­
ance from parents since September 1963; while 41% of those living in 
the prefabs had not received any financial help. Surprising as it 
may seem those respondents living in the X*s received more financial 
, help from parents. Forty per cent stated that they had not received 
any financial help from parents. This leaves some 60% of the res­
pondents receiving at least a minimum of assistance from their 
parents. This could reflect somewhat the fact that more of the res­
pondents wives were attending school and were not working and also 
the fact that rent was somewhat higher than the rents in the prefabs 
and strips.
From Table 38 the data did not reveal any significant trend that 
could be interpreted as meaning that the more financial help a family 
receives from their parents, the lower the scores on the housing
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satisfaction form and marital adjustment form. For the four types of 
housing, many of the cell frequencies were so small that it was almost 
meaningless to attempt to interpret them.
Re latlonship of the Size of the Respondent *s Home Town to Housing Satis­
faction
It was found that none of the seven groupings for this question
were related to housing satisfaction. Table 39 shows that not one of
the seven groupings had an acceptable significance level. The null
hypothesis states:
The size of the home town of the married 
couple is not related to housing satis­
faction.
Therefore, this was not rejected for the seven groupings. The 
distribution for the entire sample revealed that there was no rela­
tionship between the size of the home town of the respondents and 
housing satisfaction. The larger per cent of the four possible res­
ponses fell into the well-satisfied column.
Sixty per cent of those respondents living in the X’s, 50% of 
those respondents living in the strips, 55% of those respondents liv­
ing in the prefabs and 53% of the respondents living off campus came
from towns above 10,000 in population.
Relationship of Gradepoint Average to Housing Satisfaction
The data for this question, relating gradepoint average to hous­
ing satisfaction, revealed that only two of the seven groupings were
significant at an acceptable level. These two groupings were the X’s 
and the females, and were acceptable conditionally at the .10 level
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CD
8
REUTIOKSHIP OF THE SIZE OF THE RESPONDENT* S HOME TOWN TO HOUSING SATISFACTION
X'l STRIPS PREFABS OFF CAMPUS
s WS S US T o ta l WS S US T o ta l WS S US To ta l WS S US T o ta l
3
CD Farm or ranch 4 2 0 6 2 1 1 4 1 1 2 4 3 1 3 7
T| Town up to  1,500 5 4 7 16 7 4 8 19 2 1 2 5 8 5 3 16
C
3- Town up to  10,000 1 1 4 3 18 8 1 2 7 27 3 5 3 1 1 9 6 9 24
CD Above 10,000 22 2 1 17 60 17 17 16 50 9 1 1 4 24 2 0 2 1 12 53
CD
"O TOTALS 42 31 27 1 0 0 34 34 32 1 0 0 15 18 1 1 44 40 33 27 1 0 0
OQ.C
a P « . 2 2 P s .75 P s, .75 P  s .57
■DO
CDQ.
FEMALES MALES ENTIRE SAMPLE
g WS S US Tota l WS S US Tota l WS S US To ta l3"O Farm or ranch 4 1 5 10 6 4 1 11 10 5 6 21
■o Town up to Is 500 11 8 8 27 11 10 8 29 22 19 15 56CD
3 Town up to  10,000 12 18 11 41 15 11 13 39 27 27 26 80(/)'C/) Above 10,000 36 35 23 94 30 37 26 93 70 66 51 187
o3 TOTALS 63 62 47 172 62 62 48 172 129 117 98 344
P ^ .48 P m .60 P m .88
;
oOds
CD
■ DOQ.
CgQ.
■DCD
C/)C/)
8
CD
3.3"
CD
CD■DOQ.CaO3"OO
CDQ.
■DCD
C/)
C/)
Less than 2.00
2 .0 0 -2 .4 9
2 .5 0 -2 .9 9
3 .0 0 -3 .4 9
3 .5 0 -3 .9 9  
Never en ro lled  
TOTALS
TABLE 40
REIATIONSHIP OF GRADEPOINT AVERAGE TO HOUSING SATISFACTION 
X*s STRIPS PREFABS OFF CAMPUS
1 0 2 3 0 1 0 1 2 2 0 4 3 0 0 3
12 16 7 35 9 9 14 32 6 3 5 14 11 7 12 30
10 5 3 18 11 6 7 24 2 5 1 8 12 14 6 32
9 2 10 21 4 5 2 11 2 5 1 8 4 6 2 12
2 4 2 8 0 3 0 3 0 0 2 2 5 3 2 10
8 4 3 15 10 10 9 29 3 3 2 8 5 3 5 13
42 31 27 100 34 34 32 100 15 18 11 44 40 33 27 100
P ^ .08
FEMALES
P s .25
MALES
P a .25
ENTIRE SAMPLE
P ^ .25
WS S US T o ta l WS S US To ta l WS S US To ta l
Less than 2.00 0 3 0 3 5 1 2 8 5 4 2 11
2 .0 0 -2 .4 9 15 9 9 33 25 27 26 78 40 37 34 111
2 .5 0 -2 .9 9 14 19 5 38 16 19 9 44 32 35 15 82
3 .0 0 -3 .4 9 7 9 6 22 11 12 7 30 20 18 14 52
3 .5 0 -3 .9 9 4 4 3 11 5 3 4 12 9 6 8 23
Never enro lled 23 18 24 65 0 0 0 0 23 17 25 65
TOTALS 63 62 47 172 62 62 48 172 129 117 98 344
P a .08 p a .68 P a .45
o
f
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and the ,05 level of significance. The null hypothesis states:
The overall gradepoint of the married 
student is not related to housing 
satisfaction.
Thus, the null hypothesis was rejected conditionally for these 
groups while not being rejected for the other five groupings.
It was assumed at the beginning of this study that those respon­
dents having a lower gradepoint average would show greater dissatis­
faction with housing than those having a higher gradepoint average. 
This was not borne out by the data. The only exception was the res­
ponses of those individuals in the strips with a gradepoint average 
between 2,00 and 2,49, This group had 14 responses in the unsatis­
fied column and only 9 in the satisfied column. They were the only 
group with a significantly greater number of responses in the 
unsatisfied column.
Relationship of the Amount of Rent Paid to Housing Satisfaction
This question, relating the amount of rent paid to housing satis­
faction, had more of its groupings significant at an acceptable level 
than any of the other questions analyzed for either housing satisfac­
tion or marital adjustment. Five of the seven groupings were signi­
ficant at the ,05 level or less. These groups were the prefabs, off- 
campus, males, females and the entire saitple. The null hypothesis 
states:
The amount of rent paid by the cou­
ple is not related to housing satis­
faction.
This was rejected for these five groupings and was not rejected
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TABLE 41
RELATIONSHIP OF THE AMOUNT OF RENT PAID TO HOUSING SATISFACTION
X*s STRIPS PREFABS OFF CAMPUS
8
CQ'
33"
CD
CD■DOQ.Cao3"Oo
Less than $30
$30-44
$45-59
$60-74
$75-89
$90-104
$105+
None
TOTALS
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 4
0 0 0 0 27 20 20 67 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 6 12 12 30 4 2 0 6 4 11 9 24
0 3 2 5 1 1 0 2 6 14 4 24 13 8 5 26
36 27 20 83 0 0 0 0 5 2 5 12 6 7 7 20
6 1 5 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 5 2 2 9
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 6
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 4 1 11
42 31 27 100 34 34 32 100 15 18 11 44 40 33 27 100
P ^ .13
FEMALES
P s .38
MALES
P s .02
ENTIRE SAMPLE
P s ,02
CDQ.
■DCD
C/)
C/)
Less than $30
$30-44
$45-59
$60-74
$75-89
$90-104
$105+
None 
TOTALS.
WS s us T o ta l WS s US To ta l WS S US T o ta l
0 1 1 2 0 1 2 3 0 2 3 5
5 14 17 36 5 11 15 31 11 23 33 67
5 12 11 28 8 12 12 32 13 23 24 60
9 14 5 28 9 16 4 29 19 27 11 57
30 19 9 58 26 18 13 57 57 37 21 115
6 1 4 11 8 2 2 12 14 3 6 23
3 0 0 3 3 0 0 3 6 0 0 6
5 1 0 6 3 2 0 5 9 2 0 11
63 62 47 172 62 62 48 172 129 117 98 344
P a .01 P a .01 P a .01
- 1 1 2 -
for the strips and the X*s. Probably the most interesting area of 
analysis was between the frequency distribution of the strips and the 
entire sample* In the strips, 67 respondents said they paid between 
$30 and $44 per month rent. Looking at the distribution of well- 
satisfied and the unsatisfied columns, it was found that there were 
27, 20 and 20 responses respectively. The next rent category of 
$45 to $59 per month as recorded in Table 41 showed 6, 12 and 12 res­
ponses respectively for the well-satisfied, satisfied and the unsatis­
fied categories. This totaled 30 responses, half of the total 
number of respondents who claimed they paid $45 to $59 per month rent. 
Of those couples living off-campus paying $45 to $59 a month rent, 4, 
11 and 9 responses fell in the above three categories. It was found 
that the greatest difference between the very satisfied and the 
unsatisfied in the entire sample was found in the two categories pay­
ing $30 to $44 a month rent and $45 to $59 per month rent. The most 
dissatisfaction with housing facilities was found in these two group­
ings. Generally speaking the higher the rent, the more likelihood of 
the respondents falling into the very satisfied category.
From Table 41 it can be seen that the $30 to $44 a month rent 
category of the strips when included in the entire sample, change 
their cell frequencies among the we11-satisfied, satisfied and the 
unsatisfied columns. The mean housing satisfaction score is lower 
for the entire sançle than for the strips which accounts for this 
change. The 67 responses for the $30 to $44 a month rent categoiry 
were 11, 23 and 33 respectively for the well-satisfied, satisfied
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and the unsatisfied columns• This represented a percentage change from 
40%, 30% and 30% for the three columns in the strips, to 16%, 34% and 
50% in the entire sample for well-satisfied, satisfied and unsatisfied 
respectively.
Relationship of Length of Time in the Apartment to Housing Satisfaction 
Hone of the seven groupings for this question had an acceptable 
Chi-square significance level. Therefore, for all seven groupings, 
the null hypothesis was not rejected. The null hypothesis reads as 
follows:
The length of residence in the particular 
apartment or house is not related to hous­
ing satisfaction,
. Toward the end of the column it can be seen that the respondents 
somewhat even out. In fact, for those respondents living over two 
years in the particular apartment, it was found that more of the res­
ponses fell into the unsatisfied column rather than in the well- 
satisfied column.
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CD
8
3.3"
CD
CD■DOQ.CaO3"OO
CDQ.
■DCD
C/)
C/)
Just moved in  
One quarter 
Two quarters  
Three quarters  
One-two years 
More than 2 years 
TOTALS
Just moved in  
One quarter 
Two quarters  
Three quarters  
One“two years 
More than 2 years 
TOTALS
TABLE 42
RELATIONSHIP OF LENGTH OF TIME IN  THE APARTMENT TO HOUSING SATISFACTION 
X 's STRIPS PREFABS OFF CAMPUS
0 0 0 0 4 2 2 8 2 2 0 4 5 1 1 7
6 3 4 13 4 1 3 8 1 2 0 3 7 3 3 13
14 8 6 28 4 5 4 13 1 4 2 7 6 10 5 21
7 6 4 17 11 16 9 36 3 5 4 12 16 10 5 31
11 8 8 27 8 6 10 24 8 3 4 15 4 8 11 23
4 6 5 15 3 4 4 11 0 2 1 3 2 1 2 5
42 31 27 100 34 34 32 100 15 18 11 44 40 33 27 100
.95
FEMALES
P ^ .82
MALES
P 8 .50
ENTIRE SAMPLE
.12
WS S US T o ta l WS S US To ta l WS s US Tota l
4 6 0 10 3 4 2 9 8 9 2 19
5 7 5 17 12 5 3 20 17 12 8 37
16 9 10 35 12 15 4 34 30 21 18 69
17 16 14 47 17 17 15 49 34 32 30 96
17 17 11 45 14 15 15 44 32 29 28 89
4 7 7 18 4 6 6 16 8 14 12 34
63 62 47 172 62 62 48 172 129 117 98 344
P S .60 P a .60 P a .52
e
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Summary Comments
Of the 112 Chi-square tests run on the 16 null hypotheses for 
housing satisfaction, 22 were significant at the .05 level or less. 
This amounted to 18% of the 16 null hypotheses. l*wenty-nine were 
significant at the «10 level or less. This represented 24% of the 
16 null hypotheses.
It was found that 10 of the null hypotheses were significant 
for at least one of the seven groupings. The entire sample was 
significant seven out of a possible 16 times. Tliis tended to show 
some relationship among independent variables such as age, sex 
etcetera and the dependent variable of housing satisfaction.
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CHAPTER VII 
THE STATUS OF HOUSING FOR MARRIED STUDENTS
Introduction
Housing for married students has been traditionally dismal for 
almost 20 years. Ho minimum adequacy levels were generally followed 
in the initial construction of temporary barrack quarters. They were 
built cheap and fast, not taking into account the occupants* needs.
It is still in much the same condition today, but there is a movement 
to clean up many of the barrack-type apartments throughout the coun­
try. There are a few universities who seem to be leading the way in 
more progressive housing for married students. They are; Yale
University, Purdue University and the University of Southern Cali-
. 50forma.
The housing of married students on the campuses of today's col­
leges have brought about changes in the style of the unit being con­
structed. Instead of a repitition of the units like the old barracks, 
many of the colleges and universities are building multi-units with 
three or more floors. This means that as many as 100 or more families 
occupy one building. Today the trend is toward smaller two-level 
apartment buildings with only six to twenty families per unit. More 
care is taken in landscaping and the placement of the apartments upon 
the campus. Care is also taken in the building of the units to insure 
more rigid specifications. There have been a few studies conducted on
50. "The Hew Urban Pattern," Ar chit actual Forum. Vol. 116, 
March 1962, p. 99.
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the effects of facilities upoKi college students. These have taken 
the form of studying the effects of dorm living on single men or 
women students, so there is a lack of research and information about 
married students and their relationships to%7ard their physical faci­
lities .
Housing Provided by Montana State University and by the Private Citi­
zens in Missoula
Housing of married students attending Montana State University 
has posed quite a problem, not only for the couple seeking adequate 
facilities, but also for the community and for the university sys­
tem. Of the roughly 714 married couples attending Montana State 
University, 64% live off campus in privately owned housing. Montana 
State University Housing Officials reported they had to turn away 
124 students who sought family housing in the fall of 1963. This 
adds up to filling another unit similar to that of the X®s or even 
an entirely new unit of strip housing.
A real problem exists here as well as in many communities where 
colleges and universities are located. Private citizens want the 
married students to live in private off-canpus housing as it pro­
vides added income for many citizens. For example, the researcher 
was in a house being rented by a couple with three children. While 
conducting the interview, a male citizen of Missoula came and 
was waiting for the student to finish the questionnaire. He seemed 
interested in the research so he was given a blank questionnaire only 
to view and not to fill out. After the couple finished the question­
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naire, the subjects were asked to comment on the project. They did and 
the citizen asked if he could comment. He was told any comments he may 
have would be very welcomed.
He stated that the taxpayers of Montana have no obligation to build 
housing for married students. He went on to say that if a couple 
wants to marry, then they should at the same time expect to provide 
for themselves housing facilities by renting in the community if they 
wish to further their education and not expect cheap housing provided 
by the State, He said the State owes married students nothing and it 
is an extreme waste of time and money to build apartments for married 
students. He, at the same time, deplored the strips and said they 
were "the eyesore of Missoula and they should be torn down with no 
apartments to replace them."
This man continued on that he was by no means alone in his views 
as many of the property owners felt that the University system was 
invading the property owners® "right" to secure added income by plan­
ning to build more apartments for married students.
The view of this Missoula citizen seemed to represent the view of 
some other property owners of Missoula, The researcher talked with a 
few of the property owners and they were just as vociferous in their 
condemnation of plans to build new facilities. They claimed that
married students do not need such nice facilities so early in life and 
that if they cannot afford to live elsewhere then they should not have 
gotten married and especially should not have gone on to school. The 
general consensus was that many of the students were too young to be
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married in the first place and that the only reason many are married is 
that they were forced into marriage. Some expressed the opinion that 
the strips were harboring the lower class students and it is but a 
breeding ground.
These views were presented to examine the struggle of interests 
and values going on at this time and it will probably continue as long 
as such a wide rift exists between the community and the University on 
this subject.
Views of Married Students
Now to look at the views of the married students themselves. An 
interesting finding from the study was that of the 100 people who par­
ticipated from the X*s, 71% said they would rather live where they 
were. In the strips, of the 100 responses, 58% stated they would 
rather live in the strips. Seventy per cent of the 44 subjects in 
the prefabs said they would prefer to live where they were and 74% of 
those off campus said they would prefer to live off cairçus. One mis­
leading statistic is the 74% of the off-campus respondents who stated 
they would prefer to live off campus. Twenty-five per cent of the 
remaining 26% said they would prefer to live in a house off campus. 
There were eight couples ii#io did live in rented houses. Added, this 
would raise the total per cent by some 25 percentage points to an 
interesting 99% of the total responses of those who live off campus. 
Interestingly, of those respondents who lived off campus, only one per­
son, a woman, said she would prefer to live in the X*s which accounts 
for the missing 1%,
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TABLE 43
DISTRIBUTION OF HOUSING PREFERENCES
Would Prefer to 
Live in:
X*s
(100)
Strips
(100)
Prefabs
(44)
Off Campus 
(100)
X*s 71% 1% 0% 1%
Strips 0% 58% 0% 0%
Prefabs 2% 0% 70% 0%
Off Campus 10% 14% 16% 74%
Other 17% 26% 14% 25%
With the knowledge that the strips are to be torn down within the 
next year or two, the subjects who lived in the strips were asked what 
their opinion was on this topic. Out of the 100 people asked (50 cou­
ples) only three couples expressed the wish for them to be torn down. 
The other 97% stated quite emphatically that "one of the biggest mis­
takes the University could make would be to tear these down," The 
general consensus was that the reason they should be left is that the 
rent is cheap and many families would have to quit school as they 
could not afford to live off carpus or even in the X*s, Of the four 
types of housing investigated, the people in the strips showed the low­
est per cent preferring to live in the strips in relation to other 
possible locations.
The above statistics point out, as did many of the comments from 
those living in the strips, that a married couple will put up with 
less adequate housing while going to school, but would prefer some­
thing better if they could afford it and are looking forward to the 
day that they may have better facilities to live in. This might
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also represent less satisfaction with the strips in general even though 
out of the possible 100 respondents in the sairçle, only three couples, 
or six people, openly expressed the desire for them to be torn down.
At present the University system plans to build new apartments for 
married students by 1966. These new units will replace the strips and 
the prefabs. These new apartments are not to be at all like the X's, 
They will be built more along the present trend in college family hous­
ing, that is, multi-units but with fewer apartments in each building
and with only two floors. This is set up more like a small village
51arrangement with each building containing only four families. After 
they have been built and occupied for a while, this type of living 
arrangement would be interesting to study in relation to the general 
hypothesis of this study.
Married student housing is being planned more than ever before 
for the people who occupy them. Dormitory type living conditions for 
married students has been basically discarded in favor of more resi­
dential type of living. Because of the high cost of labor and mater­
ials, it is probable that only the Federal and State Governments 
could afford the cost of building such units.
With the limitation of only three or four couples per building,
the elimination of noise and privacy problems is somewhat overcome.
This follows the present trend in family housing, yet as many of the 
respondents commented \jho lived in the strips, the rent of these
51. Ibid., p. 99.
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particular type dwelling units will be too high for most college stu­
dents to pay. In fact, many of the people who live in the strips com­
plain somewhat about the rent that is being paid presently in the X's 
since these units are unfurnished. However, that rent does include 
electricity, water, garbage and heat, whereas in the strips the rent 
does not include anything but water. The amount of rent paid by those 
living in the strips ranges from $34 per month up to $60 per month and, 
of course, this depends upon the number of bedrooms that a particular 
unit has. The rent in the X's ranges from $70 up to $108 per month. 
This includes most utilities and is based upon the number of bedrooms 
in the unit.
The prefabs are another unit owned by the University and they are 
the only units which are completely furnished. They rent from $65 to 
$80 per month which includes all utilities except the telephone. One 
common complaint by those who live in the strips is that they cannot 
receive TV Cable; as one couple in particular mentioned, the TV Cable 
Company would not install the Cable there because this type of hous­
ing is considered a temporary unit. They will not go to the expense 
of putting up Cable since it is believed these units are to be torn 
down within a  short period of time.
The Status of the X* s
As was mentioned earlier, each couple was asked if they had any 
comments or questions after the questionnaire had been completed and 
placed in its envelope and sealed. Many of the couples were willing 
to talk about their housing arrangement and facilities. The couples
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iiiterviewed in the X*s had some very interesting comments to make and 
suggestions to improve the facilities and surrounding area. One 
almost universal complaint was that the roads surrounding the X*s 
were not paved and that when dry spells during the summer and fall 
arrived, the dirt and dust from the streets were an extreme nuisance 
to those who live in the X's. They thought that the city of Missoula 
should pave the streets to lessen the dust problem in this area.
Similarly many of the women were concerned with children running 
out into the street. Many of these couples had small children of 
pre-school age. During nice weather the children play outdoors and 
many of them run into the streets. It was complained that the Univer­
sity provides no fencing for this area. There is a playground with 
sandboxes in the center between the two X's, but there is little res­
triction of freedom to run out into the streets from this playground 
area. One of the respondents, a nurse at a local hospital, suggested 
that the women should form a playground supervision committee so that 
a few of the mothers would be down on the playground at all times dur­
ing nice sunny weather. Of course, this was aimed at supervision on 
the playground to reduce accidents. She claimed that many of the 
children were running up and down the cement roads in front of the 
apartments and also riding their tricycles and roller skating on the 
cement balconies. Many of these children had ridden their tricycles 
off the steps and they also like to play "tarzan" on the railings - 
tying a rope to the second story railing and trying to pull themselves 
up. She notes that a number of the children have been cut and bruised
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by such play activities and that a supervisory committee would result 
in fewer accidents.
Another suggestion was that since the X*s are unfurnished, each 
couple must move their furniture up the steps unless they are resid­
ing on the first floor; the suggestion was that an elevator was needed 
to move refrigerators, stoves, laundry facilities and other living- 
room furniture up to the second and third floors. Another criticism 
was that there were no facilities to drive up to the steps, cement 
driveways that is, to unload furniture. It must be carried from 
whereever the trailer is parked to the steps and then up the steps 
to the apartment. Of course, will small children in the apartments, 
it is difficult to keep them from the stairways.
Probably the biggest complaint in the X*s was sound transmission 
or noise that transmits from one apartment to another either upward, 
downward or side-to-side. Many couples commented that they could not 
become friends with any of their neighbors \Æio lived either next door 
or above or below them sicqply because these people knee too much of 
what went on intimately between the couples. One wife in particular 
mentioned that she could not face many of the women \Aio were her 
neighbors because they knew of any argument that they may have had in 
the evening or of any sexual contact during the night or late evening 
hours. This same woman mentioned that she would not be friends with 
anyone near her because of this and she suggested that the University 
could have saved a great deal of money by simply not putting up walls 
between the apartments as there is no privacy anyway. She mentioned
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that it was like living in a communal type building where everyone knows 
everyone elses' problems and intimate secrets*
The last complaint registered against the X*s, and this was not 
too serious, was the use of garbage facilities. A number of the people 
complained that the garbage was not picked up often enough and that 
there was no adequate means of covering it nor of putting it out of the 
reach of small children. Several people also mentioned that a few 
times the garbage had been set on fire and that the resulting smell 
from this was quite repulsive to the people who happened to live in 
the general direction of the wind currents.
String Comments
There were far fewer criticisms of the strips than of the X®s by 
the people who respectively lived in each unit. This was not antici­
pated by the researcher as it was assumed that those individuals vho 
lived in the strips would severely criticize the conditions under which 
they had to live. This was not at all true. Part of this may stem 
from the fact that these people realized that the strips are to be 
torn down shortly. Many of these people were vociferous in their condem­
nation of the University because it was going to tear them down.
An interesting aspect of this situation was the spread of a rumor 
that this particular research was being conducted inclusively from one 
end of the strips to the other and had some connection with the Uni­
versity's housing authorities.
As was planned and carried out, the researcher would begin on 
the east end of the units and progress toward the west end, thereby
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try ing to eliminate any rumor spread which might result from mixing up 
the interviewing arrangement. Bad weather intervened in the interview­
ing schedule and a day and a half was lost because of it. By the time 
the 50 couple sample was completed in the strips, the people included 
in the sample at the end of the interviewing period already had heard 
about the research and were "waiting and willing" to fill out the 
forms for the researcher. There was some evidence of this rumor spread­
ing and it may have introduced some bias.
No general pattern seemed to exist among the complaints of those 
living in the strips. Their complaints seemed to be petty things 
and not major problems. Probably the most universal complaint was 
general deterioration, such as rotten floorboards and walls. There 
also was need of a great deal of painting. Many of the people in the 
strips seemed to think that the University is letting these particu­
lar housing units deteriorate because they know they will be torn down 
within the next few years,
A very interesting phenomenon observed by the researcher was the 
apparent great number of colds among the younger children in the 
strips. There have been a number of research studies showing the rela­
tionship of upper respiratory diseases to crowded, or slum-type living 
arrangements.
Many of the strip apartments were very poorly cleaned and the
52, Robertson, op. cit.. p. 993; Sargent, Lombard and Sargent, 
op, cit.. p. 29; Staton, op. cit., p. 229; and Hodges, op. cit.. 
p. 1,335.
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majority of them did not have any rugs on the floor within the view of 
the researcher.
All of the apartments use space heaters which do not distribute 
heat evenly throughout the apartments. The results are cold floors 
and area temperature extremes.
Status of the Prefabs
Generally the respondents who lived in the prefabs considered 
themselves well off as far as living conditions were concerned. Most 
of them were pleased with the arrangement and privacy of the rooms. 
They felt the people in the X®s and the strips did not have such favor­
able circumstances. The prefab is a permanent type structure which is 
placed upon a somewhat semipermanent foundation but each couple has 
"their own little house."
These couples were asked if they would prefer to live in any 
other unit. The only place they would prefer to live would be off 
campus instead of the prefabs. There were no universal complaints 
among these respondents who lived in the prefabs.
One complaint registered by a few of the couples was that the 
type of heat during the winter was not adequate. However, they did 
not seem to care too strongly since they did not have to pay the 
heating bills. All units are heated by electric portable heaters 
placed in the rooms.
Status of Off-Campus Housing:
Since off-campus apartments are not build alike, it is extremely
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difficult to generalize concerning the comments made about them. As 
was reported earlier, 99% of those living off-campus would prefer to 
live in off-campus apartments or houses instead of university owned 
housing. During the discussions after the completion of the question­
naire, the respondents were asked if they had ever been in any of the 
strips, prefabs or X's. Most of the males, 84% had been in at least 
one of the three types of housing and in most cases had been in the 
X's and the strips. Relatively few (roughly 32%) of the females had 
been in any university owned housing. They had driven by the strips 
and many of the female respondents said they would never live there 
from an impression of their outward appearance.
This factor probably helped explain the very high per cent who 
would rather live where they are in off-campus housing.
There were seven couples who lived in off-campus converted gar­
ages which came to 14% of the total sample. Generally these couples 
were very happy with their living conditions. They had a separate 
house which gave them more privacy than other apartments and also, 
not one of the seven couples had any children. The most repeated 
complaint was that these converted buildings were not well insolated 
and were consequently hard to heat in the winter,
Not one couple complained about the amount of rent being paid. 
When asked about this, they thought they were usually getting what 
they paid for. The general notion of living off campus as being 
more expensive than living in the X's did not prove to be true in 
this research. In many instances not much more rent was paid than
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in the strips.
About 50% of the off-campus apartments were furnished. Included 
in the rent was the payment of most utilities which could add up to 
some of the so-called differences in the rent being paid between off- 
campus apartments and university owned apartsnents.
In summary-, it seems that married couples living off cairpus were 
more satisfied with their living quarters. The analysis of the data 
in the previous chapters also tended to support this notion. With 
the advent of new facilities to be built within the next two years, 
this situation may change.
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CHAPTER VIII 
CONCEDING REMARKS
Relationship of Genera1 Hypothesis to Data
From the data, housing satisfaction was found to be related to mari­
tal adjustment. The significance level for the critical ratio when 
housing satisfaction was the independent variable, was .05. With mari­
tal adjustment as the independent variable, it was found that the mari­
tal adjustment had no significant relationship to housing satisfaction. 
Housing satisfaction, as perceived by the occupants, was found to be a 
factor in marital adjustment among married college students at Montana 
State University, This supports the general hypothesis of the study.
It is generally known that lower class couples have lower adjust­
ment scores than the middle-class couples. They also tend to live in 
substandard housing. The above finding would support the contention 
that housing facilities would be a factor in their marital adjustment. 
This may not necessarily be true of middle-class couples living in 
better facilities which the critical ratios have borne out.
Western society generally tends to place great emphasis upon 
satisfactory marital adjustment. If the satisfaction of the couple 
with their housing facilities is related to marital adjustment, the 
improvement of housing facilities might make an important contribu­
tion to the achievement of marital adjustment.
Relationship of Marital Adjustment to Variables
Significant relationships were found in at least one of the seven
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breakdowns between marital adjustment and; (a) age, (b) length of 
marriage, (c) sex, (d) number of children, (e) parents economic status,
(f) religion, (g) monthly income, (h) borrowing money, (i) financial 
assistance from parents, (j) size of home town, (k) amount of rent and
(1) length of residence in apartment.
No relationship was found between marital adjustment and (a) 
gradepoint average, (b) number of different residences since marriage, 
(c) education level and (d) credit load.
Relationship of Housing Satisfaction to Variables
It was found that significant relationships existed between hous­
ing satisfaction and such variables as; (a) length of marriage, (b) 
number of children, (c) education level, (d) parents economic status, 
(e) number of different residences since marriage, (f) monthly income,
(g) borrowing money, (h) financial assistance from parents, (i) grade­
point average and (j) amount of rent.
No relationship was found between housing satisfaction and (a) 
length of residence in the apartment, (b) size of home town, (c) reli­
gion, (d) credit load, (e) sex and (f) age.
Limitations of the Study
The size of the sample when broken down in the various groupings 
was not large enough in many of the cells to obtain a good Chi-square 
test.
Another limitation which can be observed in Appendix B, was the 
effect of rumor spreading in the strips while the field research was
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cotiducted. An analysis of the first 33 couples and the last 17 couples 
is presented in the appendix according to their mean scores, standard 
deviations and the critical ratio test. This data is to substantiate 
the notion that the phenomenon of rumor spreading had some effect on 
the study. The researcher was told informally that a few of the res­
pondents in the prefabs had made their marriage look better than it 
really was by checking the marital adjustment schedule accordingly.
This was reported to one of the faculty wives and then on to the 
researcher. This may have been another limitation.
Generallzations and Future Research
The perceived adequacy or inadequacy of the respondents apart­
ments in this sample was related to the marital adjustment scores of 
the respondents. Expanding this generalization to the general public 
outside of the college married students might be the next logical 
area for investigation.
The present Investigation only touched the surface of this area 
of research. Only research on the general population may support or 
refute this broader generalization.
Many of the same variables generally associated with marital 
adjustment were found to be associated with the adequacy of the home. 
For example, the number of children and monthly income were asso­
ciated with both marital adjustment and housing satisfaction.
Some interesting relationships established in both analyses were 
the economic status of the respondent’s parents, borrowing money, 
financial assistance from the parents and the amount of rent paid by
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the respondents.
It is proposed that njany of the variables associated with marital 
adjustment by such researchers as Burgess, Cottrell and Locke are also 
related to housing satisfaction levels even though they were not speci­
fically related in this study. This study presents certain data sup­
porting this hypothesis.
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INSTRUCTIONS
(1) Do not place your name on this questionnaire* The information which 
you will give will be held in strict confidence and the results will 
be released in summary form only.
(2) Please fill in all sections,
(3) Read each section completely and carefully before attempting tc ans­
wer it. Thank you for your cooperation.
PART I PERSONAL INFORMATION
Your age (0) 
Cl) (2) 
(3)
is:
Under 18 
18-19.9 
20-21.9 
22-23.9
(4)(5)(6) (7)
24-25.9
26-27.9
28-29.9 
Over 30
2. How long have you been married?
CO) Less than one year  ___
(1) 1-2 years  ___ ______
(2) 2-3.9 years _________
Sex:(0) Male
(3) 4-5.9 years ___
(4) 6-7.9 years __
(5) More than 8 years
(1) Female ____ _
Number of children:
(0) None ___
(1) Orie  __ _
(2) Two
(3) Three ________
(4) Four _____
(5) Five or more
Are you enrolled in classes this quarter?
(0) Yes ______ (1) No
6. How many credits?
(0) Not enrolled  __
(1) Less than 7 credits
(2) 7-9.9 credits  ___
(3) 10-13.9 credits
(4) 14-17.9 credits
(5) 18+ credits
7. What was the last year of school you completed?(0)(1)(2)
(3)
(4)(5)(6)
No high school diploma
Completed h i ^  school
Less than one year of collage
1-1.9 years of college
2-3.9 years of college 
Bachelor's Degree 
Graduate work
139-
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8 Year in school;
(0) Freshman
(1) Sophomore
(2) Junior
(3) Senior
(4) Graduate
(5) Other
(6) Not enrolled
Father * s occupation:
10.
11.
12.
Economic status of your parents;
(0) Very wealthy ________
(1) Wealthy ________
(2) Well-to-do ______ __
Number of residences since marriage:(0) 1 ______(1) 2 ______
(2) 3 _________
Your religion:
(0) Catholic
(1) Jewish
(2) Protestant
(3) Comfortable
(4) Meager
(5) Poor
(3)
(4)
(5)
4
5 
6+
(3) Other
(4) None
specify
13. Estimated monthly family income;
(0) Less than $200  _______
(1) $200-249 ________
(2) $250-299 ________
(3) $300-349 _________
(4) $350-399
(5) $400-449
(6) $450-499
(7) $500+
14. Your contributions to monthly income:(4)
(0) Less than $50 ___________ (5)
(1) $50-99 ________  (6)
(2) $100-149 _ _ _ _ _ _  (7)
(3) $150-199 ________  (8)
15. Savings used last quarter;
(0) Less than $50 ___
(1) $50-99 ___
(2) $100-149 ___
(3)
(4)
(5)
$200-249
$250-299
$300-349
$350+
None
$150-199
$200+
None
16. Borrowing to meet expenses since September 1963; 
(0} Less than $100 _________ (4) $1,300-1
(1) $100-499 _ _ _ _ _  (5)
(2) $500-899______ _________ (6)
(3) $900-1,299____________ (7)
699
$1,700-2,099
$2,100+
None
17. Combined financial help from both sets of parents since September 1963:
(0) Less than $100 ________
Ù) $100-299 ________
(2) $300-499 ________
(3) $500-699_______________
(4) $700-899
(5) $900+
(6) None
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18,
19.
20.
What is (0) (1) (2) 
(3)
the size of your home town? 
Farm or ranch ____________
Small town or village up to 1,
Town up to 10,000
Above 10,000  __________ _
500
Region that you are from:
(0) Rocky Mountain States
(1) Midwest  ____________
(2) South _______________
(3) Mid-Atlantic States _
(4)
(5)(6) 
(7)
New England States 
Far West _________
Plain States ___
Southwest States
What is your overall college gradepoint average?
(0) Less than 2,00  ____ ______  (3) 3.00-3,49
(1) 2.00-2.49 __ ________  (4)
(2) 2.50-2,99 _ _ _ _ _  (5)
3.50-3.99 __
Never enrolled
21.
22.
PART II
Type of structure you are now living in: 
(0) Strip houses  _______   (2)
(2) X's
HOUSING STATUS
Permanent-type (Prefabs) 
apartments
(3) Off-campus apartments
How much do you pay in cash for rent each month?
(0) Less than $30    (4) $75-89
(1) $30-44    (5) $90-104
(2) $45-59   (6) $105+
(3) $60-74 _ _ _ _ _ _ _  (7) None
Items included in rent:
23. Heat
24. Water
25. Gas
26. Electricity
32.
33.
27, Furniture ___ _
28, Stove & Refrigerator ____
29, Use of laundry facilities
30, Telephone ____
31, Other - Specify ____
34.
How long have you lived in this apartment?
(0) Just moved in ____   (3) Three quarters
(1) One quarter  _______ (4)
(2) Two quarters  _________  Ô)
One-two years 
More than 2 years
Check the statement which bes applied to your personal situation:
(0) You could pay more for housing than you are presently paying
(1) You are paying all you can afford for housing ______
(2) You are paying more than you can afford for housing _____
Given your preference, where would you prefer to live?
(0) X's   (3) Off-campus apartments
(1) Strip houses ________  (4) Other - Specify
(2) Permanent-type apartments 
(Prefabs) ________
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35. The following list represents some possible circumstances which may be 
problems in your apartment. As you read the list, mark each as you see 
the situation In your apartTJient according to whether it represents a 
serious problem (S), a minor problem (M) or no problem
Sound transmission
Poor heat control
Poor ventilation
Poorly insulated
Sun slate
Too dark and drab
Insufficient privacy
Poor exterr/al appearance
Dirt and dust from street
Poor lighting
Insufficient dining space
Wo place to study
Kitchen too stoall
Wot enough closet space
bedroom too small
E'ntire unit too simll
Insufficient storage
Bath too small
Inadequate study place
Closet area inadequate
Weed more cupboard space
Refrigerator too small
Poor kitchen arrangement
Sinks too small
. Not enough convenient electrical outlets
Not enough shade trees in area
Units too close to roadway
Le.yvf. of children's play area
iaid areas lack privacy
Yard areas inadequately drained
inadequate malnteaance service
Stax'dard colors not acceptable
inadequate liv.ingroom space for entertainment
insufficient space for children to play indoors
Need place tor mops and brooms
Not; enough countertcp or working area
Kitchen equipment not satisfactory
Laundry equipment not satisfactory
Garbage disposal units desirable
Kitchen equioment of poor construction
Children's play area too remote
Yards not fenced to keep children from street
Safety measures inadequate
P ire hazards
- specify
36. What suggestions do you have which may improve the facilities in your 
apartment? ___________________________________________________________
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1. Check the dot on the scale line below which best describes the degree 
of happiness, everything considered, of your present marriage. The 
middle point, ’’happy” represents the degree of happiness which most 
people get from miarriage and on the other hand, to those few who 
experience extreme joy or felicity in marriage.
Very Unhappy Happy Perfectly Happy
State the approximate extent of agreement or disagreement between you 
and your mate on the following items. Please check each column.
Always
Agree
Almost
Always
Agree
Occa­
sionally
Disagree
Fre­
quently
Disagree
Almost
Always
Disagree
Always
Dis­
agree
2. Hand1ing family 
finances.
3. Matters of 
recreation.
4. Demonstrations 
of Affection.
5. Friends.
6. Sex Relations
7. Conventionality 
(right, good or 
proper conduct).
8. Philosophy of 
Life,
9. Ways of dealing 
With In- laws.
10. When disagreements arise, they usually result in:
(0) Husband giving in ________   (3) Agreement by mutual
(1) Wife giving in give and take _____
11. Do you and your mate engage in ourside interests together?
(0) All of them    (2) Very few of them
(1) Some of them    (3) Hone of them
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12. In leisure time do you generally prefer to;
(0) Be "on the go"__________ ___
(1) Stay home _________
Does your mate generally prefer to:
(0) Be "on the go"_____ _______
(1) Stay home__________________
13. Do you ever wish you had not married?
(0) Frequently _________ (2) Rarely ____
(1) Occasionally _______  (3) Never ____
14. If you had your life to live over, do you think you would;
(0) Marry the same person   (2) Marry a different
(1) Not marry at all  ______ person______ ____
15. Do you confide in your mate?
(0) Almost never _______  (2) In most things
(1) Rarely _ ______  (3) In everything
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CRITICAL RATIOS
m ar ital ADJUSTMENT
Mean 
Upper 
Quart!le
Ifean
Lower
Quartile C.R. d.f.
SIGNIFICANT
LEVEL
Entire Sample 129.39 123.89 1.63 85 .05
X®s 135.48 127.36 1.49 24 .08
Strips 
First 33 c. 
Last 17 c.
120.68
114.23
141.11
122.16
115.23
135.22
-.25
-.15
.78
24
16
8 .24
Prefabs 129.63 135.63 -.73 10
Off Campus 126.60 117.68 1.54 24 ,08
Males 125.93 119.83 1.42 42 ,09
Females 133.23 128.04 1.09 42 .14
HOUSING SATISFACTION
Mean
Upper
Quartile
Mean
Lower
Quartile C.R. d.f.
SIGNIFICANT
LEVEL
Entire Sample 34.80
X®s 31.04
Strips 46.32
First 33 c. 46.29
Last 17 c. 53.22
Prefabs 34.45
Off Campus 24.12
Males 30.00
Females 37.93
32.23 .76 85 .23
21.84 2.06 24 .05
49.60 -.52 24 -
49.17 -. 36 16
44.33 1,08 8 .16
40,72 -.83 10 -
18.96 1.03 24 .15
27.23 .67 42 .25
33.20 1.01 42 .15
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MâRITAL ADJUSTMEÎÏT MEAN SCORES
OVERALL MEN WOMEN STANDARD
DEVIATIONS
Entire Sample 126.17 123.70 128.64 16.4
X's 130.45 126.14 120.30 19.9
Strips 
First 33 c. 
Last 17 c.
122.46
117.55
134.94
120.92
114.27
133.82
124.00
117.79
136.06
20.5
21.2
15.0
Prefabs 131.64 129.27 134.00 17.8
Off Campus 123.22 121.74 124.70 20.8
Males 123.70 — - 19.4
Females 128.64 - - 28.3
HOUSING SATISFACTION MEAN SCORES
OVERALL MEN WOMEN STANDARI
DEVIATIC
Entire Sample 32.71 31.70 33.71 21.1
X's 24.93 25.02 24.84 16.7
Strips 
First 33 c. 
Last 17 c.
48.60
46.80
52.20
46.68
41.52
56.71
50.52
51.91
47.82
23,3
24.7
19.1
Prefabs 38.82 38.59 39.05 17.8
Off Campus 21.31 19.04 23.58 15.1
Males 31.70 - 20.9
Females 33,71 - — 22.7
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